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from William's Pen

"You are old, Father Wiliam, the
young man cried,
Southey, The Old Man’e Canfarts...

A First Issue tends to be s bitch, but
seems to be an unavoidable prelude to
Second Issues, and so on. I've had too
many such animals since ABAHICO Hl made
its unresounding debut in September of
*61, and have thus far avoided coming
up with a cut-and-dried-and-passable-on
formula for Instant success in such endesvors. Transfering a clear-cut mental
idea to a clear-cut mimeograph stencil
all too often gets bogged down in tran
sit. Would that the finger-tips wen in
complete empathy with the brainl

Editorial Policy
usually proves to be a
bore, and as such, should be dispatched
with as quickly as possible. It obvi
ously is much better to demonstrate by
example than by promise...one's intent,
dreams, and fantasies in a fanxine. But
as successful as 1 have been in avoid
ing the obvious in times past, you may
well be right in accepting this with a
small grain of salt.
...back when the world and I were
both so young, the small, concise, and
fairly frequent fanline was the rule.
This was before that 'apa-gap1 of the

AN'T SEEM TO BREAK
the cycle... It is, of course, the evening before Contusion, 6 pages remain to be run
off, collating, packing not even thot of yet... But at least I don't have to worry, about
a "Bpeech" this year? right now I’m more gratified than disappointed that tradition has
been broken. Even tho this is a pale shadow of the original concept, I'm rather pleasedt
the page opposite was started 1/5/85. 60 pages in 19 days ain't too shabby for the oldiel
There are a lot of people to thank for the past 15 years of this obsession. CW is
my dream and my perversion, and no one else could do it quite this way; but I couldn't
and haven't done it without a lot of help. Including the help of a "Mysterious Woman" or
two, who have helped create occasional gaps in the schedule. Tho not all of the gaps...
I'm a bit tired at the manent—three issues in two months, among other things—but
don’t worry...I'm having more fun with it than ever. I'm already planning OW44! 1/24/35
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_______ NYONE WHO HAS AN INTEREST in union/management relations
knows that, at times, it’s easier to cram a camel through the eye of a needle than to
get union leaders to sit. down across the bargining table with management representa
tives for a friendly session of binding arbitration.
P
The current strike by Local 34, comprising clerical and blue collar workers em
ployed by Yale University, is no exception. There is non-stop picketing, occasional
non-violent demonstrations, and, as one might expect, an outpouring of rhetoric from
ootn sides.
k
4fe goes °n‘
members of the Yale community are more or less unaffected
by the strike, particularly those research workers Ivory-Towering it over on Science
Hiil near the Peabody Museum. I can see the Klein Biology Building from my office
window. Here, on the top floor for instance, is an actual bat cave, full of flying
squeakers. Nearby are the offices of Dr. Stuart L. Schreiber, associate professor of
organic chemistry. No bluecollarman, he!
F
What Schreiber and his assistants are up to is nothing less than revolutionary,
particularly if you are a striking worker. He has produced an aphrodisiac for cock
roaches, a synthetic pheromone used to lure male roaches to their death in traps.
The dedication of men like Dr. Schreiber is nothing less than laudable. For two
and a half years he has worked tirelessly to perfect a chemical compound based on the
pheromone secreted by the female roach. Finally, last Christmas Eve, after many lonely
hours spent poking into the genitalia of roaches, Dr. Schreiber discovered'
peripianone-B in, as he terms,it, a "flash of eureka".
Others in the Yale community are no less in articulate regarding this momentous
discovery. The curator of the entomology section of the Peabody Museum, Dr. Charles
Remington, said at the time that Schreiber’s work had "all the hallmarks of a super
success". The Museum has a long, history of interactions with insects; here we may
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find the famous Bug Room, a little chamber crawling with carrion beetles into which
dead animals are thrown for to have the meat stripped from their bones. Looking into
this room, we are aware of an incredible stench and an old couch. We are advised not
to settle down on this couch for a little nap.
Schreiber, who is a youngish man resembling Clark Kent, is clearly someone who
loves his work. And indeed, it’s easy to see how one might enjoy being paid (and paid
WPJ cockroaches in an Ivy League institution. Yet in the beginning, only his
wife took Schreiber at all seriously, and even she harbored certain anxieties. Schrieber
grins as he describes her concern that he would arrive home having forgotten to wash the
pheromones off his hands, followed by a horde of adoring male cockroaches.
As Schrieber describes it, the changes rung on the male cockroach under the in
fluence of peripianone-B are dramatic to say the least. All it takes to throw one of
these rascals into a manic state is a dose measuring only a few femtograms_ quadrillionths of a gram. This is more than enough to send male cockroaches into fatal
sexual frenzies, not unlike those seizing humans in certain singles bars across town.

immediately stand on their back legs and start flapping their wings madly,”
Schrieber says. -The roaches, that is.” He illustrates this by flapping his elbows
chicken-style while staggering stiffly around his neo-Gothic laboratory. This phase
lasts for about fifteen minutes, and is followed by a "cooling-off” phase during which
the roach has a beer and ducks out, ostensibly for a pack of cigarettes but actually to
purchase some condoms. Then the manic phase recurs, and it’s Whoops, hey Johnny! for
the male roaches again.
By the end of the day, Schrieber says, smiling, the roaches are sore beset with
severe sexual fatigue. This means having broken antennae, tattered wings, gnawed legs,
bloodshot eyes and a severe case of the shakes.
Schreiber’s work is the latest in a long series of experiments aimed at aiding in
the eradication of the roach. A Dutch professor raised and dissected more than 75,000
virgin female roaches, yielding no more than 200 micrograms of the natural substance on
which peripianone-B is based. These findings excited Schreiber so much that he talked
Yale into allowing him to utilize lab equipment to duplicate the internal workings of
virgin roaches. Using such technological goodies as a rotary evaporator, low-temp
cooling baths, high-pressure liquid chromatographs and a nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer, Schreiber and his crew resisted the temptation to go into the ghost
busting business and pursued the elusive pheromone for two years, often working twelve
to eighteen hours a day.
Schreiber and his staff were paying a dollar for each roach used in their research,
a fact little known among the striking workers, who would have been ever so glad to have
donated roaches for free (or for a tax write-off). But, rather than deal with the New
Haven community, Schreiber felt it necessary to maintain the genetic purity of the
roaches. (We wonder why the hell he didn’t buy two and breed them, but perhaps we are
being naive. Then again, perhaps not.)
We take our leave of Schreiber’s lab, unable to resist gingerly Inspecting our
pockets. Has a mischievious undergrad lab assistant secreted a roach somewhere? Re
calling college pranks of the past, we shiver and head for the nearest restroom to wash
our hands.
Outside, the picketing strikers move on their appointed rounds, blissfully unaware
of the genius who Works above them. We consider informing the striking blacks and women,
whose prime complaint against Yale is that they are not paid as much as white males on
the staff, that the University pays a buck a pop for cockroaches. Were this common know
ledge, Dr. Schreiber would soon be up to his clavicles in roaches, and would perhaps have
to begin new research, dealing this time with nutritional possibilities. No doubt Dr.
Schreiber’s efforts are being funded by the National Institute of Health or some such
organization, but this doesn’t alter the fact that he probably is going to wake up one
of these days to find himself the recipient of one of William Proxmire’s Golden Fleece
awards.
We turn away with a sigh, mentally reserving a place on that couch in the Bug Room
for the University’s bargaining team.
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Delivered at Electracon
June 23, 1984
Kearney Nebraska

Why I'm Here Today, or,
Secrets of My Black Past
George R.R. Martin
'M PLEASED TO BE HERE TODAY as your Guest of Honor at Electratheweek
Conffidttse for Ringing me in, and all of you for making
the weekend go pleasant. I must admit that, a long time ago when Was gtartina in tM«
writ^ game' 1 never beamed that someday it would bring me to Kearney, Nebraska —
possibly I ^ver .dreamed it because I'd never heard of Kearney, Nebraska. But you must
remember that I was born and raised in Bayonne, New Jersey, and my knowledge of American
cities was mostly limited to nearby towns with names like Hoboken', Secaucus, Paramis
p°efS«blv1„ th K^b°Y'lPT1US thO*e Pla“S that had '“3or 1M9ue >»seball franclsL
£Sn taiX
hdo"'t think KMrn8y hM OTar h’a •
i^ue
„alW count
Y°“
’
W“S SUrely ln the am<irlcan League, which doesn't
bv wav'of^nte’prT *»
T
Bayonne' New
especially If one travels
by way Of Santa Fe, New Mexico, Dubuque, Iowa, Chicago, and other gpotg in between
When I wag reflecting on that, it occured to me that I might tell you a bit about hnw r
came to make that trip. And I'm not talking about Frontier airline .

The reason I’m here today, of course, is my writing. I am, to be sure, dashing as
all get out, witty, charming, a snappy dresser, kind to my mother, apd a lot of fun at
a party. I even know all the words to the theme song from My Mother, the Car. None
theless, were I not also a writer, I doubt that even these impressive credentials would
have been sufficient to tempt you to bring me in for the weekend, among us writers, it
has become traditional to say things like, "I was born with a typewriter in my hand'*,
or "I can't imagine not writing’1, and therefore suggest that the life and career we've
wound up living was, in fact, the one we were destined to live. There's nothing like
hindsight to give a glow of inevitability to the directions our lives have taken. But
I don't buy it, not for a moment. There's nothing inevitable about life, at least not
about my life.
So how the hell did a longshoreman's kid from Bayonne wind up talking to a bunch
of Nebraska SF fans, eh?
Well, Robert A. Heinlein had a lot to do with it. The reason I started writing
SF was because, years earlier, I had started reading SF, and that was all because of a
book called HAVE SPACE SUIT, MILL TRAVEL that a friend of my mother's gave me for
Christmas one year. It was a hardcover, a real trade hardcover, a "juvenile" of
course, but it didn't seem very juvenile to me. And it was great stuff, fabulous
stuff. Kip and PeeWee, the maltshop and the flying saucer, beginning with the Skyway
Soap slogan contest and ending with Earth on trial before the Three Galaxies. "So,
take away our sun! We'll make another, or die trying. To die is the proudest human
thing." I was hooked. Of course I was hooked. How could I not be hooked? My
voracious reading of SF started right then, and never stopped.
Now, the very next Christmas, the woman who'd given me HAVE SPACE SUIT, WILL
TRAVEL gave me another nice hardbound juvenile novel. It was about a shepherd. If '
the order of those gifts had. been reversed, I wonder, would sheep have replaced space
suits in the center of my daydreams? If so, I'd certainly never have become a writer.
The market for sheep stories just isn't what it used to be, not even in Australia.
Years later, there was the business of the chain letter.
That one came about because of the funny books, y*see. Heinlein made me a devoted
SF reader, of course, and in the years that followed I read lots more Heinlein, dis
covered Andre Norton, the Tom Corbett series, Eric Frank Russell, Doc Smith, and the
Science Fiction Rook Club. And Ace Doubles. Ah, yes*—I positively devoured Ace
Doubles. Two novels for 35 cents, that was hard to beat, even if they were really
novellas, and one of them always seemed to be by Robert Moore Nilllams or Ray Cummings
or somebody like that.
Rut long before that Christmas when Kip's spacesuit and the Mother Thing parked
under my tree, I had been an eager reader of comic books, and my new affair with the
likes of Roger Manning and Dane Thorson and Blackie Duquesne (which I invariably pro
nounced as Blackie DOO OUE" NEE) , did not makeme love Superman, Batman, and the
Challengers of the Unknown any less.
Oh, I do recall a brief episode around the time
I was in sixth gr<5* when I decided I was too old and too mature for comic books and
gave all my Supermans away. Fortunately, this aberration only lasted six months or so,
and. I started buying comics again just in time to snatch up the first issues of SpZde/tman and the FaJltai^tZc FouA, thereby fortuitously providing for my retirement, though
I'd hardly have guessed it at the time. So much did I love the mp that, around the
time I was starting high school, I wrote a letter to the magazine, and got it published.
It was a balanced, insightful, intelligent letter, as I recall, very perceptive and
analytical—the main thrust of my argument was that Shakespeare had better move on
over now that Stan Lee had arrived on the scene. Ahem.
Well, anyway, that was how I broke into professional print, in a manner of speak
ing, but having that letter published had a couple of odd consequences. One day soon
thereafter I was watching the "Demon with a Glass Hand" episode of Outer Limits when I
got a long distance phone call from Louisiana, which was rather extraordinary, since
nobody in our family lived in Louisiana or knew anybody in Louisiana. Nobody in our
family knew anybody in Jersey City, for that matter.
Turned out the guy calling had read my letter in Fanta6-t<C Food, and gotten my
number from information. He just wanted to talk about comic books. He said he was

twenty years old and fabulously wealthy and he called
eutrr wHtuf i’m
up people all the time like this. He was so rich
RgAOtafG VOUH
that at one point, when it came out that my family
C&MIC
didn't have a car, he offered to buy one and send
it to me. It was a generous offer, but I was only
thirteen and didn't drive anyway, so I declined.
We talked about the Fantastic Four for a couple of
hours, long distance. To this day, I have no idea
how "Demon with a Glass Hand" ends. • My Louisiana
friend continued to phone two or three times a week,
for perhaps a month, to chat about comics and offer •
to give me automobiles. Then he stopped phoning.
The next person I heard from was an invest!™
4>
gator with Ma Bell. Alas, my mystery caller wasn't
rich after all. Nor was he twenty. He was around thirteen too, and lived with his
grandfather> and he'd amused himself for a month by phoning me and dozens of other
people like me all over the US, giving an assortment of assumed names. It was a lot of
fun until his grandfather unexpectedly received a phone bill for something like $37,000.
That was my first contact with fandom, in a way. Oddly enough, it was also the
last time any fan has offered to buy me a car. Next time, I'm going to take it. I'm
older now, and I know you should never look a gift car in the mouth, unless it's a Fbrd.
If any of you would like to uphold this fannish tradition by offering me free auto
mobiles, my top choice would be a classic Mercedes Benz 300 SL gullwing from the 50s,
but I'm not fussy, I'll settle for a Ferrari.
But I've digressed. Those phone calls were one thing that came of being published
in the FanttuZZc Fotlt letter column. The other thing that came of it, which proved to
have more lasting consquences, was a chain letter. I'd never gotten one before, so I
was sure impressed. Here was this list of names, you see, and it said that if. I sent
away a quarter to the name at the top of the list, and recopied the letter, removed the
top name and added mine at the bottom, then sent out fotir copies to friends in a few
weeks I'd get $64 in quarters. Well, hey, that sounded great. Sixty-four dollars was
all the money there was in the universe, after all; it would buy me 533 comic books or
182 Ace Doubles, with change left over. I had a lot more faith in that $64 than I ever
had in the car my phone friend kept offering me, so I sent of my quarter and waited.
Well, I never got any quarters, damn it.
But a funny thing happened.
It just so happened that the guy at the top of the list, the onfe who got tny
quarter, published a comic fanzine—a fanzine that was priced, coincidentally, at
twenty-five cents. Now, all I sent him was a quarter in an envelope, scotched taped to
a 3x5 index card? no letter, no nothing. Having probably long since forgotten about
the chain letter, he sent me a copy of his fanzine. It was dittoed, like almost all
comic fanzines in those vanished prehistoric days when the only photocopy machines that
existed sat in libraries and gave you white writing on black paper. The art was crude
and so'was the writing, actually, but it was full of people talking about funny books,
and accomplishing this without having to run up $37,000 phone bills. And in were a
bunch of reviewd of other fanzines.
■«
Welllllll . . . that was how an innocent high school student got sucked into the
vorac ious maw of comic fandom.
And it was during those high school years as a comics fan that I really began the
process of turning into a writer.
Oh, to be sure, like most people who turn out to be writers, I'd written all my
life. As I related a few years ago in another GoH speech, my first, never-to-becompleted magnum opus was the fictional history of a glorious .imaginary kingdom, an
epic full of swordplay, dynastic intrigue, oppression, revolution, wars, betrayal, and
valor most high, the principals of which were my pet turtles, who lived in a toy castle
on my desk. You might say I began with a tale of shells and sorcery.
I even had a very short-lived professional career at one point, writing monster
stories for the other kids in the projects where 1 lived. I was way ahead of my time,
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in a sense? I began with a series, long before they became fashionable. I block-print
ed the stories on pages ripped from one of those school tablets with the funny black and
white covers, the kind where you started filling in the white areas on the cover in Sep
tember, so they were all black and blue by June. They paid me by the page. The first
story was a page long, and I got a penny, the second was two pages, for two cents, and
so on. Since most of the other kids in the projects didn't read all that well, a free
dramatic reading was part of the deal. I must say, I was a great reader, especially
noted for my werewolf howls, a talent I lost for years until howling along with "Wolf
Boy" in a Santa Fe bar. Well, I had worked my way up to a nickle, and visions of vast
riches beckoned me onward, until one of my regular customers started having nightmares,
and his mother came to my mother, and that was that for the child pro. Perhaps if I'd
written stories,about sheep instead of wolves . . . sigh.
Anyway, I did continue to write all through those years in Bayonne, but I seldom
completed anything, and I never showed any of my stuff to anybody. Writing stories was
just something I did to amuse myself. Like keeping a journal. ‘Like playing an endless
■solitary RISK game where every army had a commanding general and I annotated the re
sults of every battle. Like building an entire fleet of paper airplanes and carefully
documenting the performance of each in order to.arrive at an optimal design. Like
■breaking into the neighborhood haunted house with a couple, of friends . . . except, no,
it wasn't like that last, because it was an essentially solitary act, more like mastur
bation, or reading my sister's confession magazines when nobody else was at home in the
hopes that I'd learn some more about sex. The stories I wrote then were games, in a
sense, a private amusement that I worked on until I got bored with them, after which I
moved on to something else. I never really thought other people would want to read the

And then came the chain letter,
the sticky quarter, the fanzine. The
fanzine, and the other fanzines that
followed it, fascinated me. The con
tents were composed in roughly equal
parts of articles about Golden Age
characters, most of whom had passed
from the four-color scene before I was
born, and amateur superhero fiction.
The articles...well, they were okay.
The fiction, especially in the first
few fanzines I got...hooboy. The
fiction was awful.
I remember one writer in par
ticular. He had a story, a superhero
yarn related in prose, which in those
days comic fans called a "text story".
It was about four trypoewritten pages
long, and had thirteen superheroes and
a horde of villians too. Lots of
action, no plot, and.not a line of
dialogue. The writer obviously didn't
know what dialogue was. He'd write
lines like, "The Purple Squid told
Doctor Wormface to surrender, but Doc
tor Wormface wouldn't surrender, so
they punched each other." Now, this
writer may have been bad, but he was
certainly willing to learn. When
various fans wrote in, explaining
about dialogue and suggesting that he
might want to use sotfie, he immediately
took their comments to heart. His
next story was all dialogue, sort of
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like a play without stage directions.
The truth has to be told; this man was my inspiration, Not Tolkien, not Heinlein,
not Andre Morton or Eric Frank Pussell or Stan Lee or any of the writers I loved. They
could never have inspired me to write. But this guy, he was being published! It was
after reading his stuff that I first uttered these Magic words, the words every wouldbe writer must utter, sooner or later: "Even I can do better than that."
I owned an ancient manual typoewriter that I’d found up in my aunt's attic one
day. I’d fooled around on it enough to become a real one-finger wonder. Of course,
the ribbon was so faded you could hardly read it, but I made up for that by pounding
the keys so hard that the letters were deeply graven into the paper. The little top
inner parts of the "e” and the inside of the "o" always fell right out, but you can't
expect perfection, right? Reading the pages I produced in this fashion was quite an
eyestrain, no doubt, but I guarantee that once blindness had set in, feeling the
letters with your fingertips would be no problem at all.
Anyway, I sat down and I invented a superhero—just one, I figured that was
smarter than introducing thirteen at once the way my role model did—and I began to
write. The second hardest thing to do was to actually finish a story, which I’d seldom
managed before. The hardest thing was to work- up the courage to send it out. Even
tually I managed both though. And the story was accepted, and. published, and people
even wrote in and said how good it was. I mean, I blew them away—dialogue and
narration in the same story, what an innovation!
I wrote more stories.
They got published. They got praised. I did still more. I stayed in comics fan
dom all through high school. In some ways, it was the only thing that kept me sane in
high school. Eventually I got beyond the dittoed fanzines where I started, with their
fading purple print, and into the class of that subfandom, the photo-offset fanzines
like StaA Studded ComZd. One year I even won an award for Rest Fan Fiction. I know
now that awards for Best Fan Fiction are like awards for Best Bwarf Basketball Player,
but I was a high school kid and it meant something to me, even though I never did get
the trophy I was promised. I did get something more important. I got confidence. I
got criticism. I got experience.
I got better.
By the time I hit college, I was corresponding with people like toward Waldrop,
who had started at StaA. Studded Comtek just about the same time I did, and I was moving
beyond superhero text stories into horror and sword and sorcery. Still bad, but better.
One thing led to another. Somehow I had begun thinking of myself as a writer, or at
least as someone who would always write a little on the side, whatever career I might
ultimately pursue. To keep my hand in, I not only took all the creative writing
courses I could, but I even tried to write fiction for courses where it had no business
whatsoever. Once, in sophmore year, I talked my prof in Scandinavian history into
letting me write a piece of historical fiction instead of a term paper. Not only did
he go for it, and give me an A, but he liked the story so well he sent it out for me
to a professional magazine called ^mcAZean Scandanavtan ^evZwh They didn't buy it,
alas, but they sent a nice letter, and thus I collected my first professional rejection
slip. It hardly hurt at all, so the following year, when I wrote a batch of short
stories for a creative writing class, I took to sending them out myself, and collecting
my own rejections.
I got a few. One of the stories, an SF piece called "The Hero", vanished, for a
year, lost in the mail when I sent it to Fred Pohl at GaZaw not realizing that Fred
had left and the magazine had been sold, when I found out, I retyped it and sent it to
the new editor, and it got lost there too. Months and months passed, I graduated
college and went home to Bayonne for the summer before beginning my year of graduate
study. Bayonne is pretty close to New York; I decided, instead of wasting time, to
phone and inquire. I must say, the woman I spoke to was not very friendly. 'Then I
said I wanted to ask about a manuscript that had been there for a long time, she said,
"Ne can't possibly keep track of all the stories we reject." But when I told her the
name of the story, there was a brief pause. "Tait a minute," she said. "Ne bought
that story." A golden moment. Of course, it turned out my check was lost in the mail.

They'd sent it to the college address I was no longer at, and by the time it got forwarded to my summer address in Bayonne, I was back in school at another address, so it
had to be sent on again. But I finally got it. Ninety-four bucks.
The chain letter had promised me sixty-four. I’d come out thirty bucks ahead,
though it took a lot longer than I ever would have guessed when I mailed off that
quarter.
That was the summer of 1970, my first sale. "The Hero" ran in the February 1971
issue of Gataxt/. I made my second said to Ted White and FahtiUZtC in the spring of
1971. Oddly enough, that story too had been sent off just as the magazine was changing
addresses, lost for a year, retyped, and resubmitted. It wasn't until my third sale
that I realized it was possible to sell a story without first losing it in the mail.
My first SF convention’ was just about the same time1, and more sales and more cons have
followed in the years since, until, finally, here I am.
Inevitable? I can't believe it.
If I'd never gotten that Heinlein book, would I even have read SF? Would I have
read at all, for that matter?
If not for that chain letter, would I ever have seen a fanzine? The right kind,
that is, a bad one? At just the right time? Comics fandom was important to me. It
gave me a place to publish, a place to be bad. My stories there got the criticism I
needed to improve, but also the encouragement I needed to continue. The kind of stuff
I was writing as an eigth- and ninth-grader was not even remotely good enough to find a
home in the worst SF crudzine? nor could it possibly be published in comics fanzines as
they exist today, for that matter. Those fanzines were part of a crude infant fandom,
three-quarters of whose fans were high-schoolers. They'll never come again. Had they
not existed for me, though, I really wonder where my life might have lead. I learned
more about writing from doing it than I ever did from high school English classes, or
college comp classes either.
There were, of course, other turning points. In 197}., for example, I emerged from
college with a bright shiny Master's degree in journalism, piled high with honors, and
still couldn't get a real job in my chosen profession. If I had, I might be a foreign
correspondent for the NetO VoA.k TZmeA even now, though more likely I'd be a disgruntled
rewrite man on the
JouA-UdZ.
But it didn't happen that way.
I had just made my second sale and attended my first con? I was able to find only
part-time summer work in Bayonne, so I drove myself to write. That summer I wrote a
story every two weeks, the best stuff I'd ever done, including "With Morning Comes
Mistfall" and "The Second Kind of Loneliness", and by the time I signed up for VISTA
that fall, my ultimate course was pretty well set. I might work other jobs to keep
bread on the table. I did, in fact? public relations, chess tournament director,
college instructor. But mostly I was a writer, ultimately I was a writer, deep down
inside that was the important thing.
Inevitable? Nah. No way.
It's a long way from Bayonne, New Jersey to Kearney, Nebraska, as I said, But you
know something?
I'm glad I came.
□ □ o George R.R. MaJcttn

1 .. .see: "Here I Am Again"}
OufirtoKJtdl: 34, 1973
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Beard Mumblings
Bob Tucker

AY ATTENTION, DAVE LOCKE. I know you to be a real live bygogh true science fiction fan. Do you have a yean to listen to a small slice of real
live (?) by-gosh science fiction, at no cost to you? Yes, I thought you did. Pick up
your phone and dial this toll-free number: 1-800-228-8466. Listen to a real live (?)
robot with a human voice in far off Philadelphia report on the conditions of the room
in which it is living (?) . The robot, dwells in a telephone switching room in a Phila
delphia suburb and it will tell anyone who calls in the conditions of that room at the
time of the call. That’s science fiction by-gosh.
On the day that I called the robot told me that it was 4:50 pm, the room temper
ature was 88 degrees, the noise level was okay, but warned me that the battery level
was low. It then volunteered the information that the lights were on, but I don't know
why. Robots shouldn't need electric lights. On an impulse, I didn't hang up but wait
ed to see what would happen next. I was rewarded. The robot repeated all the above
information and then added an extra: it allowed me to listen to a woman singing for
about fifteen seconds, and repeated the information that the voice level was satis
factory. I should have hung up there, but I wasn't quick enough and the robot ruined
my day by wishing me a happy day. Drat. 1 had something else in mind.

HERE IS A NEW TWIST to an old huckster game making the
rounds of junk mail circles. If you are on anyone's junk mail list, sooner or later
you'll receive an advertisement, for a "Collector's Plate". The plates have been around
for a long time and offer pictures of Scarlett O'Hara or John Wayne or whatever might
bring in a buck, but this latest scam is directed toward science fiction fans who might
go ape over Star Trek dinner plates. For the low, low price of only $29.95 (plus post
age and handling, of course) you too may have a valuable collector's edition plate
featuring that popular Vulcan of the spaceways, Mr. Spock, him of the pointy ears. Said

to be of fine porcelain, 8% inch diameter, with special blue-and-silver border design,
the plate will come to you "hand-numbered with same-number Certificate of Authenticity".
This may mean that the plate was manufactured on Vulcan by Spock’s mother, and handnumbered by his father.
In the promotional letter, the pusher of this plate claims that the first Scarlett
O’Hara plate was sold in 1978 for $21.50, but today it commands $225. And a Judy
Garland plate that sold for $19 in 1977 "could now bring (the owner) as much as $150."
Wow. The pusher says there are 2,500,000 Star Trek fans and they will compete with
ordinary plate collectors for this special edition. He urges us to act promptly be
cause this "is a fixed limited edition of 90 firing days" after which no more Spock
plates will be made. Nowhere in the advertising does it specify how many hundreds of
thousands of plates will be made in those 90 firing days. If I were Bjo Trimble, I
wouldn't allow my name to be used in this sort of advertising scheme.

N AN EDITORIAL some thirty or forty years ago John W.
Campbell said that the universe was running down. He called it entropy, and he said
(as best as I can remember over that period of time) that everything was slowing down,
totting away, and would eventually fail. He said there wasn’t a cotton-picking thing
We could do about it, so relax and roll with the punches. When I first read that I
probably shrugged and said yeah, yeah, the universe will fall apart in a billion years,
everybody knows that, so where's the cold beer? In my snug and isolated cocoon thirty
or forty years ago I never suspected that it would begin to happen in my lifetime, be
cause I hadn’t yet read the sorry history of the decline of the Roman Empire. Now I
know better: entropy is here, and lives in the postoffice. The postoffice establish
ment has grown so large and so cumbersome, and it employs so many people who cannot
read, that entropy is now hounding the daily delivery of our mail. (Howard DeVore may
stand aside from this and nod sagely. He can read.)
Everyone, including Dave Locke, has postoffice horror stories to tell impression
able neofans. Entropy has reached all fifty states and the far-flung friendly nations
overseas. The moribund bureaucracy will not be changed because they know in their
hearts they are in charge, and they don’t really care all that much so long as those
paychecks keep coming. The only reasonable retaliation for shoddy performance is
ridicule and laughter; they can't be sued but laughter stings. 1 do what little I can
to make the bureaucrats’ day.
Item One: About three years ago a woman in Australia sent, a Christmas card to a
woman in West Germany. I didn't know either party but the Christmas card was delivered
to my mailbox. I phoned the local postmaster and offered to deliver the card for him
the next time I visited Europe. He didn't see the humor in my suggestion.
Item Two: A few months ago a woman in Kentucky sent a letter to a woman in
Carlinville, Ill. That letter was deposited in my mailbox. I called the postmaster
and innocently asked him if Carlinville 62626 was a suburb of Jacksonville 62650.
After a small silence he asked: "Are you the party that received the Christmas card?"
I said that I was, and now I had a strange letter. Rather huffily,-he told me to drop
the letter into any deposit box and forget it. I did so, after writing a bold message
across the face of the envelope to explain why that letter was in my hands.

Item Three: In July 1983 I wrote to a doctor in Bloomington, about a hundred
miles distant, and as!?ed for an appointment. My letter was received and the reception
ist phoned to set up the appointment in September 1984, fourteen months after the
letter was mailed. I promptly wrote another letter to the editor of the local paper
and told him 1 was vigorously supporting the postoffice in its efforts to raise the
price of a first-class stamp another two cents. I pointed out that the postoffice
needed, the money to buy horseshoes for the pack animals carrying mail between Jackson
ville and Bloomington.
I’m waiting to see what the postoffice will do in response. They may lose my next
two or three incoming fanzines.

MITE THAT SIMILE!
One of my early grade school teachers in the long, long ago when Abe Lincoln and I
were boys taught me about similes. Samuel H. Preston has shown in his studies that
poorly educated teachers turn out poorly educated students; and that'a student’s aca
demic achievement increases with the greater intelligence,of the teacher. All of which
may help explain why I was the class dunce, although I always believed that some ofzmy
teachers were pretty smart cookies, and I actually developed a crush on one of them.
She told me about similes, and actually launched my glorious writing career by naming
me reporter and editor of the class newspaper. She was obviously a smart woman.
1
As an illustrative example she used-’As slow as a glacier’ and I really believed
that for a long time. Let some ambitious neofan announce the birth of a new fanzine,
and a year later while still awaiting the appearance of the very first.issue I woujd
say that new editor was as slow as a glacier. The meanwhile,, several of us would be
bemoaning the loss of our subscription monies because we had foolishly mailed in fifty
cents or a dollar on the strength of the announcement. In the bad old days, fanzines
sold for as little as five or ten cents a copy and a year’s subscription could be had
for fifty cents or a dollar. I continued to believe in ’As slow as a glacier’ until
about a dozen years ago, when I started doing research for a new book about the coming
ice age.- (That was before some upstart scientists decided we would suffer from the
greenhouse effect, instead of an ice age. The spoilsports cut me off at the pass.)
I discovered some astonishing truths during the research. Some,glaciers can
gallup along at a rate fast enough to overwhelm a city in a few months. You should be
able to hear the crackling and crunching of the suburbs while you sat snugly in your
downtown hotel, living it up and celebrating the approaching end of the world.
One Alpine glacier on the slopes of Mont Blanc near Chamonix was measured as mov
ing at the mean rate of 240 feet per year. That was something of an accidential dis
covery. Three French guides had fallen to their deaths in an ice crevice several years
before, but suddenly and unexpectedly their bodies turned up at the head of the glacier
far downslope. It was realized the bodies had moved two miles during the period under
discussion, yielding a forward rate of 240 feet per year. There are even speedier
movements to give lie to th® ancient simile. Some of the larger outlet glaciers in
Greenland gallup along at a rate approaching a hundred feet per day, and that’s faster
than I move on some days. In 1936-37, the Black Rapids glacier in Alaska took on a new
life of its own and apparently decided to wipe out human civilization in its path: it
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sprinted along at 220 feet per day and threatened to wipe out an inn, a hunting lodge,
and a highway. What may be the fastest moving glacier in the world is an unnamed ice
river in the Kutiah valley of northern India. In 1953 it got its dander up and moved
at the rate of fifteen feet per hour until a lack of fresh snow finally brought it to
a halt. That could crush a city while we partied over a convention weekend or two.
Having learned all that and more, I wrote my book about the new ice age which
covered all of Canada and the northernmost parts of the United States in only three
hundred years. And I took a lot of flak from some readers and reviewers who were of
the opinion that I needed to learn the simile *As slow as a glacier*. Had they asked
me, I would have cheerfully provided them with my sources of information in hopes that
next time they would look before they leaped. And if, in the future, someone tells you
that Bill Bowers is as slow as a glacier in producing each issue of this fanzine, jump
aside fast and run for your mailbox.

AM NOW THE POSSESSOR of a new T-shirt bearing the legend:
"Resident of the Wimpy Zone", It is a gift from a distant admirer, but then most of my
most precious gifts in fandom are from distant admirers. The closer people come to me,
the less they find to admire. 1 received my T-shirt at the recent Windycon in Chicago,
and by pure chance I met Ben Yalow in the huckster room that weekend and we struck up
a conversation about wimpy zones. Ben finds himself an innocent target, and he finds
it all amusing. He told me that he never ever said the midwest was the wimpy zone; he
told me that someone else at the worldcon business meeting said it, but now he is being
wrongly blamed as the originator. I don't know if he cares to take my advice but this
is a classic example of fan history being made for future generations to discuss and
debate.
I advised Ben to merely smile and look inscrutable when fans question him about
the matter, or point the fingerbone at him. Let rumors and future history fly and
build as it/they may. In ten years time he will be famous or infamous, and Harry
Warner will write a chapter about him and the zone in a fannish history book.
Whoever it was that said the midwest was a wimpy zone did us did us a favor. Now
we have a rallying cry, a point of honor to defend, and a new source of income for the
T-shirt hucksters. We can throw wimp parties at all the best conventions and invite
the provincials from the east coast and the provincials from the west coast, the mean
while showing them how wimps do it best. Eventually someone will stage a new conven
tion in a new city and call it Wimpcon. Harry and his history will not be far behind.
Smile, Ben. Be inscutable. Deny nor confirm nothing.
□ □omaoanDaaaannaoaDDaaaDDaaaaa Bob TacfeeA • Pec. 24, 1984

The rate keeps accelerating too. Dur son David has
well over 1000 books. Sheila collects books about
animals and memoirs of rural physicians, and I keep
going off on reading tangents that end up with a new
she I tor two.
A thought about the Halzberg controversy. I have
never quite understood my own reaction to his fiction
Some pieces strike me as almost painfully good, and ’
others as painfully bad. Perhaps the difficulty with
enjoying Idiosyncratic fiction is that It only works
when the reader and writer have overlapping Idio
syncrasies. And perhaps mine overlap with Malzberg's
more than most.
112/24/84)
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. .,*ALf!irri*.. ."Pamily Circle" subsection upcoming;
CVETKO ............ ,,.......................... .
Say, got
what'a’fiash'from
the past
it s a real fanzine, with real fannlsh
stuff in It, and i even recognized some of the names.
I particularly enjoyed the letters. A letter by ffhrls
jherman? Wil! wonders never cease. Reminds me of the
good old days of Innocence £ enthusiasm. Liked your
cover too. I think I most enjoyed the references
about people and things I know absolutely nothing
about. It was fun. Thanks.
So how s the old man? Me, I’m afraid I've turned
Into a Yuppie, i've even got a card that says I'm a
member of the Republican National Committee. I didn't
actually pay for it or anything, but they sent it any
way. I'm on their computerized list. I don't drink
or do drugs anymore, either, and I Just turned 30.
Haybe I should get a cane? I know you don't believe
all this stuff from the Hell issue f sent you, but
It s true, I’m clean. I got the impression from OW
that you're pretty much the same, s as long as you en
joy yourself that's ail that counts.
This is already the longest ide I've written In
f i ve years, so I(II,go, but I'd appreciate Staying on
your mailing list. Like I said, It was Fun. 112/18)
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...if only as a break from all that una ecue toned fullsize type—some oomente on OitfwcMdi 41:

GENE

WOLFE .................................... .......................................

fan Covell has some controversial things’
to say about feminism and children. But yesterday I
,catr'e across statements more Inflammatory by far. May
1 tell you about them?
When I was a child myself, my favorite author was
Ruth Plumly Thompson, the woman who continued the Oz
series after the death of L. Frank Baum. The current
issue (Vol. 28, #2) of The 8dum Bapfe prints for the
first time the final section of an article Ms.
Thompson wrote In 1956 but was never able to place. I
admit I began reading ft out of a sense of duty--after
all, I owe this dead woman more, perhaps, than any
other woman except my mother. 1 Imagined that It
would be boring; I should have known better. Here's
a brief quotation:
“There are, of course, many notable exceptions
among women editors. Some, realizing the full scope
of the child's needs, try to satisfy it. The majority
do not, The fact is that women are never as close to
children as are men. Reset by life's detail, its
humdrum duites and mechanics, they are of necessity
practical and realistic and rarely gifted with a sense
of humor.
"It is men who .always keep their childish sense ,
of wonder and surprise, that buoyant and boyish
curiosity, love of adventure, sense of fun, that crav
ing for things new and impossible that give such zest
and flavor to life. Till men again take over the
choosing of children's books, publishers' lists will '
be as they are now--juven11es, beautifully bound and
illustrated, instructive and real istic, but duH,
dreadfully dull!"
Feminists are fond of searching out feminists
who predate feminism. If there Is ever a movement
that attepmts to give the minority side—that is, the
mascul Ine side—I 'Wi 11 be content to end as 1 began,
choosing for my precursor saint Ruth Plumly Thompson.
I12/19/84]

DON

D'AMMASSA ...................................................

,,,,,

While thanking Ian Covel I for the com
pliment, i still don't understand his Irritation at
Tiptree. Among other things, the fact that a piece
of fiction might well be didactic is not In and of
Itself evidence that It Is not a good story. Probably
the whole thing bolls down to the fact that Ian and I
approached "The Women That Men Don't See" with en
tirely different mindsets. I do know people who act
like the men In Ttptree stories. ("Take off their
clothes and turn,them upside down and they all look
like sisters" said One.)
Allow me to tweak Roger Waddington's jealousy
even further. We now have not quite IfOOO mystery
novels, as well as 3000 mundane and historical novels,
b000 non-flctlon, 500 collections of poems and plays,
and about 20,000+ science fiction, fantasy, and horror.

...2 tell you, Meyer, we Hue in exciting times: Tony
is straight, Leah is getting married, and I'm going
out to see Patty in three weeks. So what's next? A
postcard from Diane, Marge greeting me without a
reference to Mallardi, a Lynn Parke statement copylr‘
an annotated listing of Larru’ii
"Philosophy (b) of the Month"...?

LARRY

DOWNES ,,,........ ,,.........

For some reason, I have biihwkldi
41 In front of me. I know I got 39 and 40 (didn't I?)
and must have either written to you about them (doubt
ful) or lost them (also doubtful). In an effort to
educate the traveling public, I always leave copies of
my lefty magazines In the seat pocket In front of me
when I've finished with them. —i presume this is what
I did with the missing issues. Have you gotten any
unidentified ma!! or phone calls lately? Flight
attendants are ok people, y'know.
Of course, I still have my copies of the really
slick, offset, color-covered Outwo-lidi that I bought
from you some years ago. I'm still a little taken
aback when I get the mimeographed ones--wtil you ever
go back?
I'm suddenly sympathetic to readers of your late
70's publications who weren't (like I was) living with
you. They always complained in your letter columns
that they didn't know who or what the hell your edi
torials were about. Maybe they didn't say that. But
I don't know who or what the hell your editorials are
about. I mean, f can guess, but i think Md like to
know who the veiled friends, enemies, love interests
and Capitalized Events really are. But don't change a
thing about yoursejf, Bill, we want-you just the way
you are. Maybe you could treat OW as a crossword
puzzle--you know, print the solution to last month's
issue.
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The Wimpy Zone thing Is really funny, and I have
*to thank Smtth/Zeldes’s deft commentary in UhcCr Dtjik'A
for my being able to understand It. (Where do these
fanzines come from? I gaflated, didn't I?) This sounds
like one of those things that really has■fandom taken
by storm, like Women in SF once did. The posslbllI ties
for great fan fiction about this one are tqpipting—
where Is Cy Chauvin when we need him? Of course I
start to think mlcrocosmlcally about lt--*great analogy
for American bi-costalism In general, etc., my big
chance to get a long article In the. Um! VgAheii (four
parts--lf they can do five on the history of coin,
after all). keep me posted, anyway.
Your mailing label mentions that 1lm mentloned-I see 1 am, and by none other than Chris Sherman, who
seems not to have learned any manners In his latest
attempt at adulthood. Or maybe he’s giving us s
"schtick", eh Father William? The weird thing was
that I was Just at Stanford last month. To think we
could have seen each other, failed to recognize one .
another, and remain absolutely the same people In
spite of It. It just goes to show what you said
about my last letter—today's ultimate pleasure Is
yesterday's cholesterol or something. (What do I
look like—a historian?)
Anyway, now that OW is out of the way, I can
talk about myself. I'm fine. Next week is my last
trip to Dallas. Thank goodness. Dallas Is a
terrible place—It's like iw mother's living room
turned into an urban blueprint—gaudy, ugly things
put there to Impress someone who never comes over
anyway and a non-functioning version of something
that has a necessary function for the rest of us. And
the Texans, oh my God, I actually had a presumably
college-educated and generally articulate young
woman argue with me that what happened to the Ameri
can Indians was Justifiable because they were Just
savages, Of course J didn't argue much because they
all have guns. And they don't miss. Now I must
balance that by saying other Texans ft nd Dallmatlans
(or whatever they're called) tacky and Insufferably
stuck on themselves. They also, damn it, have some
great restaurants.
However, this end of Dallas thing leaves me with
no regular out-of-town assignment, and If all goes
well I'll stay In Chicago for a few months. Now I
must be Incredibly tired of travelling If I'm excited
about the prospect of winter In Illinois, but there
It Is. I can hardly stand the suspense of wondering
what will be the first day the El runs an hour late.
And the prospect of finding out if there's really any
thing In my freezer—or If I have any friends left—
I can hardly control myself.
I have some marvelous statistics about my travels
to date, all managed, of course, by computers of one
kind or another. In mileage programs i'm presently
at 15,000 on Republic, 25,000 on United, 75,000 on
TWA and I Jus.t broke 200,000 on American. This, plus
some fall bonuses, entities me to about a dozen free
trips to Detroit (God no!), anywhere In the U.S.,
London, Amsterdam, Australia, around world, or two
trips to Singapore. If I get any further with Amer*
■ lean, they're going to offer me stock. The problem is
that the last‘ thing, a fSequent traveller wants Is more
travel (that's a prized), especially When it comes
■ packed In with endless nights at Sheraton,•unidenti
fied .cars from Avis, and an Increase In my American
Express spending limit. Hey, that's my Job descrip
tion, not a perk. So I'm faced with the bizarre
proposition of getting,rid of the damn things, either
by selling them, letting them expire, or giving them
away. Weird. I've also rented about 200 cars for_
about 500 days (at $30 a day or the cost of a couple
cars), and spent more nights with Sheraton than Hrs.
Sheraton ever did. I have spent more than a day In
over 50 different cities. Enough! Tell me to stop.
Stop. Okay.
Now, what kind of trouble can I get Into in
Chicago? Heh, heh.
[12/25/84]
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...END "Family Circle"; Enter Rest Area...

NEIL REST

................... . .............................. ........................

have four of yours, right ahead of four
of Avedon’s. You lead, her by about a hundred pages
(my fingers don't seem, to have entirely woken up yet),
and In gul1t-at-not-hav!ng-yet-after-al 1-this-tfme,
but she may present special problems of delicacy. See,
the Bermuda Triangle bld Implies a real HidAtlantlc
Fan Fund. Now, I've been offering a couple of differ
ent gossip-mongers exclusives on sleazy gossip From
the Inner sanctum of the bid committee, and If I can
link Avedon to Marc Ortlelb in appearant improprieties
in the administration of HAFF...
But Pm not asking permission to lie about you,
just responding to 0ufiWJ.di t making sure I keep
getting It. At least I'm doing well on the Dec. 13
postmark on the fabulous Wimpy Zone cover. And I only
noticed the dread X while organizing my comment-hooknotes Ji by golly, how about starting an interminable
series of essay?, shout the different styles, philoso
phies, and techniques of loccingl
Sometimes there seems to be more of the Platon I sts
vs. the Aristotelians than simple writing, it's wired
to go through paragraph after paragraph after para
graph about the real right way to do what Isn't even
being done there.
By the way, I may be on to a little game of yours.
What was missing from my Issue was page 1361/1362. The
leaf before the one Buck didn't get. You know the
little puzzle with a picture on two turning cardboard
disks, and 12 lions would turn Into 11, and back, when
you moved It, or football players, or something? Well,
if you short each copy one page, you could be shaving
your, costs over 1% per Issue, Getting cheap there,
finally, eh?
But back to the recursion; there's little indica
tion from many of these letters who goes on beeidea
writing these letters. You refer several times to 50
or 60 hour weehj, but only once, In passing answer to
a quest1on,'do you hint at what goes on during that
time. I mean, why does your phone number change from
moving upstairs? (If t understood your CoA.)
But I'm just a zine fan neo (I) It was news to
me that I've ever locced HTT, I picked up a couple In
LA, to see what kind of nonsense can be generated on
paper (Like Weekly World News two weeks ago; TIME WARP
In the Devil's Triangle.) about the bid. I knew I
was In trouble when people not only tried to give me
money, but said they'd work. '
Mistaken for Wally Franke, andy offutt, AND Eric
Lindsay? Somehow, in fandom, it seems to be Interest
ing times a lot of the time.
Somehow, also, these random squibs are holding
together less well than I was originally going to make
them. The big theme was recursion, writing about writ
ing. I've known zlnefen were a little weird for a
while. Several Autoclaves ago, I remember in a side
room off the con suite, having a conversation with Suzi
Stef I while on the other bed, three zlnefen talked
about postage for forty minutes.
Say, are you on any of Arthur Hlavaty's lists? He
has a pet disability, which he lobbies for; hyperlexia.
Entheomanla seems to be the condition at the time It
seemed like a good Idea at.
Have you used any microcomputer word processors?
A lot of your scutwork could be done by one, like
making a margin two letters wider to fit something on
to two pages Instead of two pages and three lines. Is
there anyone around you could borrow from? With a
little determination, It can even run a stencllcutting typer...
Though, Al Sirois Is sadly right. In twenty years
of messing around with computers, I’Ve never seen good
documentation.
Ad astra per twi'11 tone...
[12/25/84]
...we now return to our fansine, already in progress -*

Joe R. Christopher

Five Limericks
For A Fifteenth Annish

esthetics
Said a Martian, invading from space,
“An Earthling in shape’s a disgrace-His appearance, macabre,
With his features on knob.
When eyes in one's tentacles save face."

xtrapolating Bust
On the Mars of Edgar Rice Burroughs
His maidens are naked but thorough:
With breasts they’re endowed,
Though no nursing’s allowed-They're oviparous like snakes and like sparrows.
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Isewhen; or,
The Alibi
A detective named Fergus O’Breen
Discovered a crude time machine.
The murderer fled
An hour ’fore the deed-An hour later he elsewhere was seen.

a Capo
You ask, "What made Lazarus long?”
His longing for sisters was strong,
But his love for his mother
Was beyond any other:
And that's who made Lazarus Long.

he Universe
Conceived as
a Self-Destructive
Limerick
When the Big Bang gave nothing a twitch,
Then matter expanded sans hitch;
But gravity's holding
To cause an enfolding
May be too weak so the universe will keep oh developing outward
forever and forever like a structureless last line
which ...

-n

Understandings
Robert A. W. Lowndes

OR OVER A YEAR NOW, I've been working on a book-section in
my spare time, which wasn't exactly copious because 1 was holding down two jobs. The
work is done, a few pages at a time (minus time spent in checking and re-reading sources)
early mornings before I have to leave for the office and a few more pages on weekends
when I am free.
u The main book is tentatively titled "THE GERNSBACK ERA IN SCIENCE FICTION", and my
part of it is a survey of all the science-fiction magazines published in the USA between
March 1926, when the first, April-dated, issue of Amazing Sto&t&i appeared and February
1936, when the final, bimonthly issue of WondeA StoAZeA, also-April-dated, came out.

Had fl>ondeA StoAceA been a monthly publication, then that April issue would have appear
ed in March, making the Gernsbach Fra exactly ten years.
Some of you may wonder why I was invited to do the job. Three reasons: (1) I was
there during that period, although I didn't become a steady reader until 1930; (2) With
a very few exceptions, I own copies of all the magazines under discussion; >(3) Mike
Ashley, who is over-all editor of the project, knows that I have been constantly re
reading those old magazines—particularly since 1971, when the folding of my reprint
weird and science fiction titles put an end to my activities as a professional editor
in the field. I don't have to guess, or rely on memory, about any issue which I own;
and I haven't written a word about any issue without a thorough examination of it. At
times, I've been tempted—and found, when I resisted and picked up the issue anyway,
that even if my memory about one or another matter I wanted to write about was OK,
there were other things in that issue that Reserved mention. Hy only regret is that
there is so much interesting material (particularly in the letter columns) that had to
be left out. And while, at times, a comment about how I felt back then is appropriate
enough to insert, there's little room for details.
In March, 1926, I was nine, going on ten, and in the sixth grade. In February,
1936, I was nineteen, going on twenty, and attending a ”PA college--Stamford Community
College, in Stamford, Conn. I was staying with my grandparents in Springdale, Conn.,
at the time, and walked the three miles from the house to the college building twice a
day. Tuition was free, but we had to buy a few textbooks, one of which I still have.
(An English grammer, which is still useful today.), At that time, February 1936, I had
had a few letters published in AmazZng StoAieA, WondQA StoAtQA,
Ta£eAs and
Mtoundiyin. SZoAtU, so that my name was familiar to the other steady letter-writing
fans; but I had yet to meet another fan personally, nor had I made any attempts to
write science fiction. I had to leave the college after six months and go back into
the CCC (Civilian Conservation Corps). I had yet to experience a steady job.
That was it that drew me to science fiction back in that period? First of all, I
was a highly imaginative child—too much so, my elders feared-—and various physical
disabilities during childhood had deprived me of much contact with others my own age
until I started attending public school. I'd much rather sit inside and read than go
out to play; and my poor muscular coordination made me the last choice on anyone's
baseball team. By 1926 I had recovered from most of the illnesses that had taken up
much of my childhood, except for bronchitis every winter. I did enjoy walking, pitch
ing horseshoes, or other outdoor games that didn't require fast and accurate reflexes.
The fact that I learned to read before entering first grade led to my promotion
from that to the second grade within a month or two of starting school. That seemed
like a good thing at the time, and my father and stepmother (who was a real mother to
me) were duly pleased. But there was one serious drawback: I was now a year younger
than anyone else in my class, and emotionally not up to my chronological age. As time
went on, the gap became more frustrating, and by the time I entered High School, it
was a decided liability - academic prowesS?'?o,Ws "immature" in comparison to the other
boys in my class, and I felt it without realizing exactly what it was all about. I
was liked by some, condescended to by others who appreciated brains, and a prey for
the rest. In the Boy Scouts, I got the nickname of "Professor"—but if there was a
less ambitious scout in my troop, I can’t recall who he might have been. (I finally
made it to Star Scout, just out of idle curiosity as to whether I could do it, hut by
that time I had no interest left in scouting whatever. It didn't leave enough time
for reading science-fiction magazines, for example, and none of the other fellows
read them.)
It wasn't until late 1928 that I finally obtained a copy of Amazing
to
read; after three issues, it became verboten at home, and there was no other way I
could get to read it. But in 1929, when I started High School, I began to notice ads
for Science ^ondeA StOAcU and AAa dondeA StoAteA in my father's radio magazine. He
was an electrician and had built the first radio set we ever owned from a Gernsback
instruction manual—so the name "Gernsback" carried some weight with him. Of course,
ScZance 'dondeA StoAtQA was not all that different from AmazZnq StcAieA, but there were
three particular differences that helped.- (1) the word "Science" in the title, (2) the

"Science News of the Month1' department, and (3) the "Science Questions and Answers”
department. It really seemed far more educational than AmazZng Sto/ciu—and in a way
it was.
bus, i was allowed to take a dollar of my Christmas money to subscribe to ScZe.ftC.fc
'>on:
via a coupon in one oR the radio magazines that offered eight months
for a dollar. That was a real bargain, as I found later when I saw similar ads else
where for Amazing SZoAZfci, offering six issues for a dollar.
That really started my science-fiction career in its first phase: reader and fan.
t loved the stories not only because there were imaginative and exciting, hut because
they carried me completely away from a mvch-less interesting here and now. Science
fiction ^id not constitute my only "pleasure” reading outside of English class re
quirements. (And, actually, I enjoyed most of the "classics" that we read in school;
they left me with a permanent delight in hickins and Shakespeare, for example; and in
my senior year, my dramatics and public speaking class led me to Isben, another life
long appreciation.)
I loved history, and some travel books, Uut in non-fantasy fiction I went mostly
for historical novels (Rafael Sabatini, for example) and murder mysteries. I'd been
introduced to S.S. Van Dine's "The Bishop Murder Case11, when it ran serially in the
AmeAzczin magazine, to which my mother subscribed. That led me to Agatha Christie, G.K.
Chesterton, and Edgar Allan Poe, among others. Rut you can see the underlying pattern
as clearly as I can: aside from the detective novels, I wanted reading that took me
away from the here and now; I had little interest in fiction dealing with the oresent .
day.
i ■
So from 1930 to the end of 1935, the high points of my life (aside from those few
occasions ..where I got to perform in stage productions, put on by my school or church)
were the new issues of science fiction magazines every month. I read and reread with
little discriminination— although when I tried a couple of issues of AziotuicLcnCj
Stoftlu 0$ Stipe* Science, in mid-1930 I was put o*f, not only by the pulp format, and
the lack of any "science” departments—not even a scientific editorial—but by the
pulpy plots, wherein (to me familiar) science-fiction ideas were poured into the fast-,
action story mould. And after a couple years of reading, I became more critical about
some of the stories in the latest issue of Amazing or '‘'onde*, monthly or quarterly.
I still recall my individual "horror” month—October-November 1930. Around the
middle of the month, my half-brother and sister came down with scarlet fever, and we
were all quarantined for six weeks. My father got out in time, but was not permitted
to return; actually, he'd make surreptitious night visits now and then (I recall one
of them wherein he came in, opened, his coat, and produced twb kittens). How do I
manage to place the dates so well? Nell, I already had. the November issues of AmaziftQ
.S-toAzeZ and Conde*
—the latter being the first pulp-size issue. And October
went by, and. November went by, but there I was confined to the promises, so that I never
saw the December issues of either magazine, when they came out. T’hen the quarantine
sign was taken down, and I was free to visit a newsstand, the January issues were on
sale. (At that time, 50-cent pieces vrere so/rare to me that I could rarely buy a
quarterly.)
That habit of remembering events in the mundane world through linking them up with
the science—fiction magazines then on sale, would, stay with me not only through the
Gernsback Era, but beyond, even unto the Futurian days. ny that time, I'd found that
many other fans used, the same method of event-linkage.
I corresponded- with a. variety of other readers and fans, whose addresses I found
in the letters departments, and, as Damon Knight intimates in THE FUTURIANS, by 1935
was conducting romances by mail.
Hut how do these old stories look to me now? It's not only that I'm considerably
older, have had more experience both actual and vicarious through reading, but I’ve
oeen a general pulp editor as well as a science-fiction editor. That experience affect
ed my outlook on science-fiction in two ways: (1) I learned to appreciate a well-done
■pulp’" story, so that rereading some of the examples that I looked down on at the time
now come across as good, examples of their kind. (2) Reading for .pleasure and reading
for duty are very different things. One can take pleasure in duty at times, but it
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must be dope whether you like it or not. I had to read, or at' least skim through, a
tremendous amount of bad science fiction, from the poor to the hopeless, month after
month so long as I was editing a science-fiction Magazine.
And meanwhile the other pulp publishers had taken the game away from Hugo Gerns
bach. Aside from John W. Campbell, hardly any of them cared (or knew} about science
or literary merit. And, now that I was making a living on my own, and could afford to
buy all the magazines, there were too many of them? I didn't have the time, let alone
the interest to real all of them.
Now those old Gernsback Era magazines are museum pieces, but 1 still find it fun
to visit the museum, as it were. Some stories that I loved back then now prove to have
been very poorly written and show other defects 1 was unaware of at the time. Others,
that I didn’t care for at the time, turn out to have been better done (therefore more
enjoyable) than I realized. And there’s a reasonable number which may not be great,
but are still fun to read today.
Now that I no longer have to read bad science fiction as a duty (or to try to keep
up with competitors) I don't read very much science fiction at all. Not that I care
for it less—Heinlein, Asimov, and some Pohl still grab me—but that 1 care about other
reading more. And, in a sense, my pattern remains the same: I concentrate on non
fiction (mostly history and biography); but in fiction, on classic novels from English,
American, and German authors. For example, Hermann Hesse and Thomas Mann both write
about worlds long gone; 1 love them both and have read everything by Hesse that I could
find. And there's a lot more Mann to get to—when I've read more of Mark Twain,
Washington Irving, and Henry Adams, that is.
That those old stories had some lasting merit is proved by the number of them that
remain in print. Burroughs, E.E. Smith, even A. Merritt, for example. Datedness is not
in itself a barrier—otherwise no one hardly anyone would bother with Shakespeare or
Dickins, aside from school requirements. Yet they sell far beyond the numbers needed
for students.
The fact that a work of science fiction has lasted, and continues to please, after
50 years or longer, does not in itself prove that we have a towering masterpiece of
English, or any other language. It proves that the work in question has universal
virtues that triumph over all the defects that close read
ing and criticism can uncover.
And that a work continues to plea.se me, after 50 years,
shows that it still offers something I want to experience
and can still enjoy, even if I don't want to do so as
often as I did in earlier years.
As C.L. Lewis noted: "The highest cannot stand with
out the lowest." From the viewpoints of most of you who
read this, Gernsback-era science fiction ranks among the
lowest. No matter. If you approve of the stature that
the top-level science fiction has reached today, it wouldn't
hurt to remember that those old, gaudy magazines repre
sented the first step.
And as for today's science fictions I require of it
exactly what I responded to in those magazines —(a) stories,
rooted in (at least seemingly) plausible extrapolations on
known present-day science, that (b) carry me away from the
issues constantly thrust upon me by the daily newspapers.
So I still read science fiction for escapes any other
values therein are bonuses.
□ aDDnaaana Robert A. W. Lowndu • October, 1984
"The problem...will be finding things to write about that
are both interesting to me and, potentially interesting to
a fair percentage of your readers." It 'a taken me some
time to talk Doc Lowndes into resuming his column—-and he
still expressed some doubt as to whether it will nfit" in
the "new" 0W, I think it does. What about you...?
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I left Hawaii on the 21st and spent the nfght
In San Francisco, vlsltfng'a man who worked for
Bechtel, whom I met In Itaewon. It was Just 12
short hours until my flight left to Albuquerque,
where I visited my mother's friend, collected my
> car and got ready to drive to Ft Lee. After 3 days
f of driving through the most hideous weather short
} of a snowstorm, I made it back to Virginia and
F Ft Lee, where I signed In, went apartment hunting
and collected my cat from the family who kept her
for me. Speaking of moving, I'll be doing this all
over again in March when I drive to Tucson, hope
fully to be reunited with all of my possessions-some I haven't seen since Sep. 83.
Congratulations on going to LACon and having
a good time. For a while I considered going to
LESLIE DAVID......... ,<.............. . ........................................
Thanks for sending OWkl. It seems like
Melbourne, but matters of $ stateside are too pressing
an eternity since OWkO, but then traveling extensively
--I'm trying to put away 53,000 a year towards grad
does seem to cause the perception of compressing time.
school tuition, having finally decided what I want to
Yes, I an back In the US now and for the last 2 months
do when I grow up. U of A offers a Masters of Science
have been doing my best to make up for a years' de
tn Food Science and Food Service Management, which I'd
privation. That's harder to do than you thlnk—it's
like to start working towards. I've decided that my
exhausting trying to catch up on movies, books, fads
best future Is not with Uncle Sam, so I plan to work on
and parties that you've missed, but I'm giving It a
the Masters and get out of the Army. Getting out will
go. Currently I'm snowhiding at the Troop Support
not be' immedlate, since I owe a year's service for an
Agency (TSA) at Ft Lee until my course starts tn Jan
overseas move.
uary. 1'11 be studying General Supply Management prior
You have my condolences on not winning an airline
to going to Ft Huachuca for my next assignment. Yes,
ticket. I could use one now myself, as I am flying
I'm finally returning to Arizona, but Tucson rather
from Tucson to New Orleans the Easter week for a ball
than Phoenix. I was going to explain what my snowhide
room dance competition, t started dancing In July of
Job ls--l'm working In the Program Management Office
83 and It has replaced congoing for me, although I
of a computer system called APHIS, which will automate
don't compete as often as I'd like.
the Army's subsistence supply system. Along with up
dating the PH manual, I’m writing an article on AFH1S
At this point I am Just waiting for the holiday
which will be submitted to The Aoi/ LogZtti&lan and
season to end and for sanity again to rule. I'm not
TSA VtyUt.
going anywhere In an attempt to save leave and money
The trip back was fabulous —rather than taking a
to attend the Winners Circle Dance Competition In New
military charter I flew home commercial (Executive
Orleans during Easter. I'm hoping'to dance until my
class all the way) and made a few stops on the way. I
feet are bloody little stumps. Speaking of stumps, I
left Seoul's Klmpo International Airport on 9 Oct and
gave my dance instructor a Tom Lehrer record which
flew to Tokyo, where I spent 5 days. The main problem
happens to have “The Masochism Tango" on It. I'm
with Japan Is that there are too many Japanese, which
feeling rather old since he didn't even know who Tom
Is probably why they're so polite to each other. I '
Lehrer Mae, but then, I have to realize that when he
found the Japanese to be much more polite than the
was touring i was only k years oldl
[12/18/84]
Koreans, but I missed the earthiness of Korea, where
the people took an active Interest In what foreigners
were doing. I stayed at Hardy Barracks, which is where
the Pacific Stars <1 Stripes Is printed. The NC01C Just
happened to be a friend of mine from the States and
while I was there I talked to a friend I'd gone to
college with and had worked with my neighbor In Korea,
back at Ft Eustis. My roommate was a Korean who taught
Aslan Studies for the U of Md. on Guam as a respite in
working on her PhD at Berkeley. Since Katy spoke
fluent Japanese, we took the subway all over Tokyo,
visiting Shinjuku, an old hippie hangout now taken over
by punk rockers, Aklklbara, the electronics district,
and of course the Gtnza. I also took a Tokyo city
tour and an overnight tour to Kyoto and Nara on the
Bullet Train, where we saw the requisite number of
temples and shrines, as well as the Imperial Palace and
Nlgo Castle, home of the shogun. I also saw a Kimono
fashion show and makeup demonstration and gave Into
temptation and bought a 5 strand choker of freshwater
pearls.
The plane left Tokyo-Narita airport at 9pm and
arrived at Honolulu at 9am, on the 14th, which was
really 5am on the 15th If you were still on Japen
Standard Time, which I was. After breezing through
Customs and not having to declare anything, being
military returning on a permanent change of duty sta
tion, I caught the airport bus to my hotel In Waikiki.
All I can say about Hawaii is It's better if you go
with someone and a week Isn't long enough. I got sun
burned, toured tha Arizona Memorial lolanl Palace (the
only palace on US soil) and met a Captain on the beach
who had a little red convertible, just perfect for
cruising Waikiki. I also took The Bus on The Road
(H-1, the only interstate that goes to no other state).

Chris Sherman
842 Col eman #9
Menlo Park, CA 94025
September 23-30,
October 1- ,
January 6-7,
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Word-processed preface: Time has flown like lava down the seamy
plateaus of. reality.
Although he is not losing his mind in stages, he
still persists at his febrile attempts at encoding a letter to William
Howers, editor, in hits of electrons. wavering like mirages of newwave. short stories on the flickering surface of his CRTs
E> e?
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Thank you for continuing to re-unite me with fandom.
Although some
would take umbrage with my grammar, or even worse, with my usage, I
still find that reading Outworlds is like a panacea.
This evening I’m
dangling my participles like teen-age feet in. the cool rapids of
thought.
Thank goodness for Christmas vacation and healthy abundance
of shadow-time in which to reintegrate self, world, and common sense.
The Coral Rises He has refused to remove the headphones for over
three weeks.
His health has been described by the Chief Surgeon as
"looking like a sound wave on a roller coaster".
They do not know
that all his senses have now shifted "up" one realm -- like an
accelerating automobile.
; '■

Bill,

I’ve lost control over this letter.

t9-241: Like a beacon slicing through the starry night of gafia,
radiating from the forgone shores of fandom, CJW 38-40 lit up my
mailbox with a preternatural glow.
Ah-hah!
A devl'ish grin split my
tired and chapped face.
I had spent the entire day driving through
the blasted heath of Central California, dreading my arrival, knowing
that there would be no-one to talk to, nobody to listen tn the strange
little stories that had been growing in my brain like fungi throughout,
the dessicating drive.
Now, after smearing my fingers on the
twill tone pulp of your most welcome offering, I knew I was worried for
naught.
Already I felt within me abandoned alter-egos rising to the
gorge-. . .
The Man He Dreamed, or The Circular Ruins His eyes follow the plasma
flows of insight.
His life has come full mohias, and now with
comprehensive realization he knows his current friends think him mad
or on drugs.
Clamping his .jaw slightly as he smiles, he writes the
simple truth in the wax tablet near his hand" I am withdrawing from
gafia.
Convulsively, he reaches for the nearest. JG Ha I.lard rovel, and
shortly feels a soothing warmth wash over him.

t9-171: Thank you for sending me DW, Bi 11 .
You have erased the
transition between San Diego and Menlo pari, tremendous! y.
Your timing
was perfect
- 1 have made a major change of 1 if® in the past two
months. I have spent much of this weet:end rearing (slowly, carefully),
and many of the thoughts ex pressed have prompted me to write- . '
something I don’t want to do bet.ause I need to arrange my apartment
and begin my ridiculously time-devouring study program.
Relating to

Al- Sirois,, in computer manuals the prompt, is often called the cursor.
I’m not sure whether I should be prompt or to cursor.,.
I know the real reason DW38 and even moreso 0W39 were,difficult
to read: your emotions were smeared all over the pages, thicker than
ink.
I Have a lot of response? concerning your- obviously deepfplt
concern for the remarks made by Skel.

Unfortunately, it has been a couple of months now since I read
those issues.
What I recall primarily were comments about tolerance,
friendship, motivation, and free will.
Distilled from all of that
comes, the following sentence:
C9-24J: OutworIds has caused me to consider these ideas in
considerable detail, because they form the end points of a tangent on
the map of circles representing the inevitable eye1es of life.

How’s that for a ludicrously complex sentence? Especially since I’ve
lost my gist again (shit, it’s out there, somewhere on that vast
prarie, son...>
The first few words he wrote were
tenative, blushing.
Encountering little resistance, he pressed
forward, caressing the keys, overwhelmed by passion.
Suddenly the
memory of his long lost Original Love loomed like a specter...
Digressions as a Way of Life

C9-241:
Love wrapped its spidery tendrils around my awarenesl when I
first started APA~-5u (in tribute to the Ger i tol — 1 i ke attidde you seem
to have encouraged, I’ll qualify that: "in the qarly 70’s"). ' Most of
us in APA-50 at that point had little experience with Love other than
with our parents, so our interactions were exploratory, tenative, and
often (like the outlaw facing the' posse) a bit trigger-happy.

Love became a Keyword at about, the same time Home faded from existence
for a brief spell.
But at that, time, with all. of the heated passion
flying around fandom. Love was more like a fudges!tie that had been
out of the freezer for a few hours.
Still sweet, hut without the
solid form it should have had.
It wasn’t long before Home became
pre-eminent once again.

Now, now... I spend a lot of time with my words these days.
Most of
them are wiped off the face of my monitor before they can ever be
printed, and once printed, rarely are viewed by more than a few.
Even
when I publish thi ngs. "prof essi on al 1 y" , I find that. I have refined
(dll luted), polished (rationalized), and so throughly tempered
everything that 1 don’t know if it’s even readable any longer.
I have
become a far better editor than writer — I can edit anyor^ but
myself.
Fortunately, I get paid for doing that as often as I get paid
t o.. p u b 1 i s h w o r d s.
My editor insists on jumping in, with a vigorous recommendation for
you, Bill: tlO-11: The marvelous thing about a personal computer is
that you can Complete first draft and finished copy virtually
simultaneously.
Especially if you have a text editor that assists
you, such as Gluicksoft’s PC-Writ®, which is an excellent program for
the IBM-~PC, unlike Wordstar, or IBM’s PC-Wr i ter.
My writing has
improved significantly since I began to use a computer, about four
years ago.
You can outburst spontaneously, and yet gain a for m of
control, with wonderful editing capabilities that are only deranged
fever-hallucinations to the limited mind of a typewriter.

Or ignore the capabilities, as I am actively doing here, and make the
writing a mishmash of non-1 inear 1 y interconnected thoughts.
One thing
that working in this "field" does to you is foster the need for a
looseleaf mind..
>

You could do amazing things with a Macintosh, I think, which I see Al
Sirois has been using for his artwork.
OW would never be the same
done on that computer.
It was designed for faneds, althauoh Apple
insists that it’s for the "rest of us."
I am designing a piece of
software for the Mac right now that utilizes many of its neat aspects.
I would love to do "Faneds Fantasy" or something silly like that, a
program which integrates spectacular graphics capabilities with a
mailing list manager.
Or something.

Awakening, be realized that he no longer resembled
the fannish Ahab, seeking the great white Hugo. . However, his resolve
to torment older fans was unshaken.
As his motto,, he took the
following*.
"When 1 get to be your age, I'm going to..." [fill in the
blank!, this being a reverse form of the "When I was your age, 1 used
to walk uphill both ways to school through 17 miles of denatured
sludge, with 16 tons of mung strapped mercilessly to my back..."
Apocalypse Them

Bill, answer me truthfully -— now that you are a bearded chap •— do
you ever bite the ends of your facial hair? Do you think Avedon Carol
would object to your doing so if you in fact admit that you do? What
do you think Ian Covell’s response would be to her response?
Generally speaking, I do like to chew on my moustache occasionally,
but this in no way reflects my ardent love of cunnilingus, nor will I
admit that although I like to stroke hair of all kinds (female only,
mono-sexist bastard that I am), I am not given to associating
extremely disagreeable words in print with i^he personal i ti es, of their
authors.
I am quite certain I would like'botb Ian Covell and Avedon
Carol, and would in fact probably even enjoy moderating a meeting
between them, if only to occasional 1 y kick Avedon’s pedestal and stickwax in the nozzle Ian’s spray-paint can.''
You know, I’m out of words.
Since this letter was completely devoted
to the cause of nonsense, I expect you’ll relegate it to the sidelines
of WHAF.
Is this what happens when you’ve been associated with fandom
for & while, Bill? You lose touch with the basic rudiments of letterwriting, unable to... to... make sense?

Oh.
Are you going to CorFlu? Maybe I’ll show up just to show you I still
can' run up and down a fire escape < with lit cigar ) even after all
these years...

Close Enough For Fanwriting
Dave Locke
#10 •

CINSANITY — GOODBYE, MR. ORWELL

ERF. I AM at almost the beginning of 1985, the year just
a few hours old, and once again I create my own inauspicious start by waking up
with a head that feels like it's rapidly expanding and contracting.
I have survived the Eighth Annual Cincinnati Floating New Year's Parties (and
Exploding Cream-Puff Contest), though not without accidentally erasing some mem
ory circuits with rum. Normally I drink scotch, but at the New Year’s Parties
I drank rum.

Bill Bowers likes distilled sugar cane. The kind that sloshes forth from a
bottle, is brown in color, has a proof that runs upwards to a maximum of 151, and
which marries well with Coca-Cola. It is Bill's drink. Rum and Coke. RC for me,
please.
Bill Cavin doesn't drink, but has a little bit of everything. Usually. Just re
cently he said: -Well, 1 did have the better part of a bottle of rum to offer,
but Bowers was over last night sipping on it and we were just yakking and after
a while 1 noticed he was making even less sense than usual, and 1 checked the
bottle and there's half a shot in it. Here.'-

I'm glad Bill Bowers doesn't drink scotch.
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Ai™Curty likes to belt out Irish pub songs for part of his living, and belt down
"Irish whiskey to keep the pipes clean and pure. Vodka or poteen or blue-flame
moonshine serves him well as a respite. Guinness serves him well anytime.

I’m glad Al Curry doesn’t drink scotch.

Lyn Loughlin-Curry likes corn. Two ears or fingers of it, over ice, and contam
inated by Cincinnati tap water. After going through an acre of cornfield, or
several hands' worth of fingers, she'll start rubbing my back but leaves my scotch
a lone.
J
Jackie Causgrove drinks Southern Comfort, sometimes known as Sudden Discomfort,
and feels secure in knowing that no one else would touch it unless there were
nothing else to drink except perhaps rhubarb juice, and maybe not even then. And
she hates scotch.
Steve Leigh likes a bottle or two of Lowenbrau Special Dark,, or some other beer if
that isn’t around, especially when we crawl back here after sweating over a hot
tennis court. But he leaves my scotch alone. Denise Parsley Leigh used to drink
scotch when she drank anything at all, but I think that even then it would evapor
ate faster than she would drink it.
.
And on, and on, until we come to Mike Glicksohn who enjoys scotch at least as much
as I do -- the same brands, even -- but who will usually turn up with his own bottle
or case in hand, not altogether unlike Linus with his security blanket. He doesn’t
trust me to have enough Glenfiddich stashed away to handle even the most unexpected
arrival...

So, really, my scotch is pretty safe here In Cincinnati. This is as opposed to the
12 years I did my fanning from Los Angeles, where my scotch was constantly in jeo
pardy, and I recall that at one point I even considered renting a silo so I could
have adequate storage facilities.
What isn't safe here in Cincinnati (besides 16-year-old females from Bill Bowers,
or Bill Bowers from the cuts of Al Curry), Is the rum, Irish, bourbon, and beet
which Is kept on hand for frequent drop-in friends. It Isn't safe because, now
that our drop-in friends don't drink scotch, I don't buy scotch in such large quan
tities that occasionally I won't run out. Then, of course, the other stuff is
in trouble. Except, of course, for the Sudden Discomfort.

By rights I should have written this piece for the Thanksgiving issue of OUTWORLDS.
The concept came to mind when I sat here formulating reasons to give thanks for
being alive and well in Cinsanity, and it was even the first thought that sprang
to mind.
Liquor, sin, and rock 'n roll.

We'll cover the other two later.

Well, Dave, I said while talking to myself (I like to talk to myself; makes me feel
like I'm dealing with a better class of people), whathell else are you thankful
for out here in the Midwest? The subject automatically means you won’t bore people
by talking about the weather or the conventions or the politics, but does not ex
clude other subjects.

Let me pick a topic where I can talk to Al Curry for a few moments. You know, Al,
it's Interesting to be doing something different for a living after 13'years in
materials management. Something very different. It doesn't pay as much yet, but
it holds the promise that at some near future point it might come close. And cer
tainly I get to meet a lot of new people.
I don't have a job title. That's different. The closest I've come to having one
Is the way my boss, a Director, described me to a new Vice President who came in
from The Outside and asked "and what is Dave's function?"

My boss, whose secret password used to be "Primp", told me she pursed her lips and
thought real hard for a second or two. Then she told him: "Dave is my Hit Nan.
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I thiak you’re just being paranoid, Bill, I don’t think
Curry ititentionaliy starts hitting you with cheap shots
every tints you cose here to Sup's.

fH + M + + + l + MI.+ f + iH + MI + + + |fH!tM4 + l + + f + f|
I'm a Hit Man.
Well, why not?

Certainly 1 have the fannish endorsements for it:

§ "You're the most dispassionate person 1 know." Bill Bowers.
§ "your dispassionate ... attitude". Mike Glicksohn.
§ "Yea, though you walk in the shadow of the valley of death you
shall fear no evil, for you can be the meanest mutha in the
valley." Lon Atkins.
§ H1 think you've got more guts
and can take it." Ted White.
§ "A charged particle". Jane Yolen.
§ "an observer from PLANET X." Al Curry.
§ "You're not pointed, you're deadly." Jackie Causgrove.
§ "A rebel." Lloyd Biggie, Jr.
§ "...various treacherous old bastards of my acquaintance. I figured
you qualified." Buck Coulson.

So, why not a Hit Man?
1 even have a copy here of an "Outstanding Performance" memo to my personnel file,
written by another V.P. Let me quote: "Dave discovered an abnormality in four
verifications ... He was initially suspicious ... Dave called ... and asked them
to investigate ... Dave received verification ... the member had falsified all
information pertaining to ... The member and dependents will be terminated ... Dave
Locke is to be commended for his ... willingness to go one step further."

And the nice thing is that even though I use my own weapon, The Company buys all
my lead.
But I'm sorry, Al. Although The Company doesn't specifically forbid moonlighting,
I really can't justify taking on your contract right now just because Bowers says
your cartoons are quaint and that your unbelievable rudeness is mellowing. Espec
ially since Cavin doesn't subscribe to HBO and MAX on his cable tv service. Be
sides, I've got a short-barrelled weapon, and the best I could do would be to take
off a kneecap. Also, who would clip Dave Berry columns from the Monday paper for
me, or drink all this damn rum on the bar over here? No, I'm sorry, Al. You'll
just have to keep using your tongue, and continue trying to cut him to death.

, and you wanna talk about skinny? Jesus Christ,
seriously . . . Bowers is so skinny . ■ ,

Safe you sotle«d how they've fiisa title plies up in
the past few yearst Chech out that exposed brick
work . . . really nice.

Male to female: "Hi, 1 think all this talk about the death of casual sex is pre
mature,, don’t you?" -- from the prosecuting attorney in tv’s "Night Court".

I didn't want to reveal this, but circumstances move me to divulge that Bill Cavin
is not the Secret Master of Cincinnati Fandom. Bill Cavin is the public Dictator
of the Cincinnati Fantasy Group. That's quite a difference. Besides, Bill couldn’t
do anything secret because he doesn't walk quietly enough and has a tendency to
think out loud, which are great qualities for a Dictator but not too useful for
a SMOcF.
The Secret Master of Cincinnati Fandom moves Like a cat and hardly ever says any
thing at all without saying everything that could possibly be said. Also, because
this person is a Secret Master, no one knows who it is, not even Bill Cavin or the
SMOcF. I did once, yesterday, late last night when it came to me in a flash of
inspiration (or a pack of Larks or a carton of Camels), but now today I've forgotten.
So, luckily, once again the secret Is safe.

I'm certain we're all relieved.,

Overheard on tv's "Nova":
lying to each other."

I know I’m relieved, if only of my senses.

"Science is just a set of rules that keep people from

Listen, Bill, I'm really sorry, but it wouldn't be right for me to moonlight from
my job as a Hit Man and accept your contract on Al Curry just because he thinks
you're too tall, too skinny, and all those other terrible things he says about you
when you're at Map's Irish Pub. I mean, who would drink all this damn Irish whiskey
I've got here, or do the next Installment of his column for my genzine, or call
me up at the office to say something arresting and diverting? Besides, I think
you're wrong that he's mellowing; I mean, he really is that bad, and if I shoot
Al 1 might only make him mad. Right away he might whip out his drawing pen and
add another two inches to the height of my caricature's forehead. Or, if I could
indeed nail him, I just might wind up pisslng-off Lyn, and I think she can be even
meaner than he is, and then who would drop in to drink this damn bourbon here?

No, I’d best not.
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Great Mdments In Skiffy: "tfour Excellency conceals his thought in dark obscurities
through which flashes of meaning appear which cause this barren aspen to quivel
all over." -- DRAMOCLES, Robert Sheckley.
New Year's Resolutions. I've got mine. Because the start of a new year is such
a bitch anyway, I try to make things easy on myself by formulating resolutions which
have the appearance of being real resolutions but In reality do not usually reflect
something I'd do or not do anyway. My' resolutions are therefore easy to keep, even
after I forget what they are.

Anyhow, here are seven of my New Year's resolutions.
§

I resolve that I will not go to the expense of being taller.

§

I resolve that 1 will not try to read a Bill Bowers' 'fanzine before
he puts staples in it, or at least that I won't try to read one of
his stencils while it's still spinning on the drum.
' -

§

I resolve that at all times I will have a bottle of Glenfiddich stashed
away, and at least half-full, just in case Mike Glicksohn drops in
(sky-diving?) and challenges me to produce it. I'll set it down on the
table right in front of him and say "there, you sonnuvabitch!" And then
we'11 drink it.

§

I resolve that whenever Lyn gets over here to watch MIRACLE ON 34TH
STREET, which she coerced Bill Bowers into taping for her, I am going
to pull my chair around so I can sit with my back to the movie and look
at her as she watches it. My jumbo bottle of saccharin tablets will be
prominently positioned near my elbow, as will five hankies .with a small
"for rent" sign.

§

I resolve that, being down two seasons to one in tennis matches with
Steve Leigh, that 1985 is My Year and our tennis season will end with my
winning for the year and thus drawing even in our four-year challenge.
Now all I need is a plan. Currently I'm mulling over the idea of having
Steve's dad give me occasional,tennis practice, too, possibly by somehow
convincing him that I am Steve's long-lost older brother whom he doesn't
remember seeing because I was too short and because it was embarrassing
to watch me run around my forehand.

§

I resolve that I will stop saying rude things to Frank Johnson when my
phone calls get put on hold and suddenly there he is trying to sell me
something on radio station "Warm 98". Instead, I will phone the station
during his show and make an anonymous request that he play more Clash
records.

§

I resolve that, when visiting Mike and Carol Resnick, I will stop
checking their freezer to see if there's a dead cat in there again. If
I can't keep this resolution, and no one hears from me for a few days,
please check their freezer.

I have more resolutions, of course. A whole CFG roster full of them, plus a truck
load or three. However, I just ran out of scotch, except for the sequestered
bottle of Glenfiddich which I don't dare touch because Glicksohn Is on his way back
from drowning in Florida and might drop in and demand that I produce it.
Damn.
Pass the sugar cane, Bill.

§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§
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Ms. (Re)DIscovered In a Move: Part Two

SF AND MEDIA
a discussion between

Greg Benford

and Sidney Coleman

OME YEARS AGO UgA-tg.X interviewed
Coleman, about the nature of science in sf, and the use
VeXte.X printed their remarks on science, but because of
material on TV, movies, etc., was cut. Here's the rest

VeAtcx:

Greg Benford and Sidney
of sf in non-printed media.
length requirements the
of the interview!

Is science important in movie sf?

Seldom, really. Engineering, yes—but most sf films are about human prob
lems set against backgrounds which usually supply either gee-whiz effects
or terrorizing threats, not very differently than it's done in monster movies.

BENFORD:

Va^ttex • What about the implications of science, then?

Hell, you could imagine a TV series—ANDROGYNOUS VISIONS, say, selected by
Harlan Fllison—about genetic changes in hutnans, making them hermaphrodytes,
etc., and that might he a valid approach. Only nobody does the important side of such
a change, the way it would feel from the inside. Instead, it’s used as a freak show.
ZARDOZ.
BENFORD:

VeAte.X’

More people are getting used to science in their daily lives, though...

I don't think that more and more people are being accustomed to science in
their daily lives, ’■’hat you mean by science is technology, gadgetry (and T
don't use that word in any prejorative sense). In fact, I think that people are no
more struck by the intrusion of gadgetry into their everyday lives than they were in
the late Victorian period. (In fact, they were probably more struck by it in the late
Victorian period.) It's my feeling that the steam locamotive made a greater impression
on the popular consciousness than the first men on the moon did.

COLEMAN:

It's hard to say one way or the other. I think that clearly now, after some
experience with it, people anticipate change. And the people of a century
ago basically didn't anticipate change. Or rather, you might say they anticipated
change the way Jules Verne did. People flying to the moon but still wearing corsets.
They didn't anticipate it the way T’ells did—people being changed by the background
technological change.
BENFORD:

People are flying around the world now who know little, if anything about
science, but they have integrated that into their daily lives. The technology
of flying around the world is common to them. They know a little bit about it: they
know something about the planes; they know something about the speed; they know
electricity.; they know about a level of technology which is general and common and
accepted which was not around before. This is a relatively recent phenonomon.

UWlt&G

Sure. And I think that the fraction of people who like hard science or a
technological, background in a story do So because it gives them, the feeling
of reality—-that the author knows, in some sense, more about the situation than the
reader does. If they can spot that the author doesn't know a damn thing about the
technical background of his story, they immediately dis-believe everything he says
about the impact of that background on the characters. They turn off. Perhaps this
is a falaccy on the part of the reader but I think it is an automatic one. That's one
of the reasons that bad sf movies have discredited sf so much. People look at them and
they say that's absurb, that's dumb. You know, giant ants and so forth. They see the
technical flaws and they immediately dismiss it.

BENFORD:

On the other hand, SILENT RUNNING seemed to get pretty good acceptance and it
was just chock full of scientific errors.
BENFORD:

Yes. I also thought it was a terrible movie. I don't understand why it got
acceptance. Put then I. don't understand ”arold bobbins either.

SILENT RUNNING was an oddity as a commercial success. It got a lot of good
press within the sf world and that was for a very obvious reason. It was a
movie with elaborate special effects, where the monsters did not look as if they had
been cobbled together that afternoon on the backlot out of Holloween costumes obtained
at Woolworths. It obviously showed some amount of care and anything that shows any
amount of care and respect, and no matter how inept it is in ultimate execution, is
going to geta lot of thank-yous from the sf world.
. >.
COLEMAN:

BENFORD:

Yes, they are pitifully grateful for anyone who comes by and throws them a
coin, whether it be silver or not.

SILENT RUNNING was a movie that was made with good, intentions and. after
1,000 re-runs of THE CREATURE FROM BENEATH THE UNDERUEAR or whatever, ’ that’s
something to indeed be grateful for.

COLEMAN:

REDFORD:

Did you say...?

Yes, I was just making up titles. You want another version? IT CAME FROM A
PLATE OF SPAGETTI! You know—those movies in which.girls in tight sweaters
run around screaming a lot.
COLEMAN:

BENFORD:

COLEMAN:
VQAtOX"

I think CREATURE FROM BENEATH THE UNDERWEAR would be a fantastic George Alec
Effinger short story.

Well, suggest it to Piglet.

Lets talk about sf movies to start with and then move into television.

I haven't seen many sf movies. T^en I was a kid THE THING appeared and at
that time I was already reading sf and I had read "Who Goes There?" and had.
thought it was a marvelous story, as indeed. I still think it is, and was anxious to
see what they would do with it in a movie and, of course, what they did was throw it
away.

COLEMAN:

^E-iFORD:

It's still a good movie, though.

A white-’'nuckcler.

It's still a good movie, yes, but I think they could have made a better one
if they ha/’ stuck closer to the story. That story has a lot of good things
in it. For example, the theme of the protean creature, that you don't know whether
the person next to you is the person you think he is or is really an alien menace who
is going to digest you in a few minutes, is an enormous source of terror that I think
would ha as effective in a movie as it was in the story, wucb more effective than
■James Arness disguised as an ambulatory vegetable. I saw a few other sf movies in that
tine hut. I was disappointed in most of them except for FORBIDDEN PLANET, which I
thought was a lot of fun.

COLEMAN;

■ENFORD:

To prove your point about THE THING, this theme was use’ very well in a film
in the late 1950's, called INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS.

COLEMAN:

wrcn a mediocre novel by Jack Finney.

Right, but it was an excellent movie. A great suspense movie that uses the
same source of terror’that "GT did. It is one of the few outstanding sf
films that wasn't made from a superior work. ?y the way, I disagree about FORBIDDEN
PLANET. I thought it dull after a while, though it had great special effects. Actually
I think that there isn't any really very important
far as most people are con
cerned.. Except 2001. And perhaps A CLOCKWORK ORANGE.

REDFORD:

And DR. STRANGELOVE, also by Kubrick who is, to phrase it in a spuriously
value-free way, one of the most skilled artists now working in sf. You may
not like what Kubrick does but you have to admit he does just what he intends to do
and does it masterfully.

COLEMAN:

Nextex:

'^at about THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL?

COLEMAN:

I never saw it.

BEDFORD:

Oh, that was very good; you should see it. I wish someone would make up an
sf film festival—it could have about eight or nine films in it and get

about 90% of the good work that was ever done in sf.
Ue/Ltex:

Which are?

Lets say, THE THING, THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL, INVASION OF THE BODY
SNATCHERS, probably THX 1138, though I haven 't seen all of it, the three
Fubrick films, and;-that's ‘ it.

BENFORD:

V(?AtZX.'°

What did you think of DESTINATION MOON?

COLEMA.-’:

It was a bad movie. I thought it was a bad movie when T first saw it and I
must have been about 3 feet high.

FENFORD:

Basically dull and boring.
There have been others—THE WAR OF THE WORLDS. . . .

nE-THRD:

In a way, THE WAR OF THE WORLDS was quite good.

COLEMAN:

Barbara Rush in a black sweater.

VQAtebP
BENFORD:

What about NO BLADE OF GRASS?

Pidn't see it. I wanted to--couldn*t find it.
last about 6 weeks.

it seemed to appear and.

SF on television has been unreservedly bad. I make that statement with the .
confidence of someone who has seen perhaps ten per cent of the sf put out on
television but it's been a random sampling and everything I’ve seen has been bad'.
CnLF;>Ai!:

One exception. The television version of 1984 in the early 50's was, I
thought, very good. That's the only thing I've seen that T thought was very
good and. that includes, most definitely STAR TREK. STAR TREK is interesting pulp fic
tion transferred to the television but I didn't like pulp ^iction then and I don't now.
FEMFORD:

VgAtgX’

COLEMAN:

Yet it had a large audience and a great effect on a lot of people.

So did THE CARPETBAGGERS.

i don't denounce STAR TREK.
People are quite welcome to watch STAR TREK if
they like; I only reserve the freedom to not watch if T don’t like. SF is
very very hard'to do inside a situation format, although it's not impossible and STREK
probably did better than anybody else is going to do.

‘ENFORD:

COLEMA ’:

If -ueuory does not betray me, as it probably does, I remember sf on radio as
being far better than sf on television.

BENFORD:

Of course, because it brought into play ones own imagination,

COLEMAN:

t
Not only that, it was a lot cheaper, prolably still is a lot cheaper to stage
a radio program than it was to stage a TV program.

BENFORD:

Therefore the original conception of the artist carte through more or less
diluted?

Nell, you don't have the desire to play safe, ^here may be many ways of
making sf successful on television, but since tv is so expensive it is very
hard, I guess, to get anything on tv that isn't just a small step away from the tried
COLEMAN:

and true formulas for sucess.
Is that why there has been no really sucessful
successful movies?

sf on tv but there have been

BENFORD:

Every once in a while an idiosyncratic genius gets a chance to make a movie,
like Kubrick.

COLEMAN:

Because he has scored big commercial sucesses.

VeAtext

Do you think it is possible to have a tv format that is acceptable; which
could do the same thing that radio did, as regards quality?

Not the same thing but good things within the sf framework. The argument
that special effects are so expensive is probably not a relevevant one be
cause I suspect that the sheer cost of airtime outweighs everything else.
COLEMAP:

For instance, you could take Larry Niven’s stcry "Inconstant Moon" which re
quires almost no special effects, and do a very good hour-long program, but
it could not be done as a situation.
BEDFORD:

I think that British television is much more receptive than American tele
vision to series with finite lifetimes. Series with six or seven programs
that then stop with no dream of continuing would be much more fertile ground for good
sf than American tv.
COLEMAN:

I think a regular program, appearing each month an hour long or an hour and
a half long sf drama, and publicizing it well, could bring a new dimension
to the medium.

BENFORD:

That we are speaking is nonsense, because the framework for that does exist
in the made-for-tv movie, which escapes the constraints of the series. It
can be sf—and it doesn't seem to have panned out.

COLEMAN:

They have never taken a good sf writer and giv^n him a job there. I'm not
saying that all sf writers who are good can do well at tv hut I would like
to see some things given a try.
BENFORD:

y<iAX.<lX'
BENFORD:

You don’t think then that a series is workable?
No—you could use the quest format.

The quest format works well in sf. The idea is a finite series which runs
for 13 or 26 installments in which the characters are in some strange place
and have to get from point A to point B, BIG PLANET by Jack Vance is a good example
of a fairly good sf novel in which exactly this ^ormat is used.
COLEMAN:

Take a family or a group of people and follow them into the future. Start
them 20 years from now and watch them as important things change in the
future and trace what this does to their lives; who makes it and who doesn't.

BENFORD:

COLEMAN:

BENFORD:

That's a groovy idea. TME FORTHSYTME SAGA
stretched out—several generations.

in the future with the time

Take a family all the way through, say, the disaster which seems to be loom
ing up ahead of starvation, running out of natural resources, pollution, etc.
—the conventional disaster we've all gotten used to. Don't make it a NO BLADE OF
GRASS disaster; make it tough and difficult and show people surviving in these circum-

I would love to see something like that done.

stances and show how society has changed.

VeAtCX**

What about sf in the theater?

COLEMAN:

I don't think I've ever seen a play on a sf theme unless you want to count
"Back to Methusela" by Shaw.

BENFORD:

Well, there’s Bradbury's stuff.

COLEMAN:

But I've never seen those prdduced.

BENFORD:

Few have, I'll wager. No major hit has ever had much sf content.
the suspicion that may all change within 5 or 10 years.

VeAt&Ki

But I have

Well, we can always hope.
§

§

§

This interview occurred in 1972. Since then, we've seen THE STARLOST—
which, interestingly, tried to use the guest format described in the
interview? SPACE)1998, which suffers front the usual scientific nonsense; and a whole
'field of TV movies, SLEEPER, SOYLENT GREEN, etc. No one has yet tried, on TV, an sftype FORSYTHE SAGA—but considering the success of UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS and BEACON HILL,
maybe someone will. Silverberg is plot-scripting the first STAR Wk movie as I write
this; perhaps some hope lies there, within the situation drama format. And Harlan
Ellison remains, always knocking at the door of the Biggies, with work like 4 BOY AND
HIS DOG. Maybe he will bring off a good sf film which gets wide distribution. He is
our own son, of course, a true major sf figure operating in the vast Hollywood context.
He's a modern alchemist, attempting to convert brass into gold. That may well be what's
required to bring good sf to the screen.
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AFTERTHOUGHTS:

LISTmania Strikes Back
t

Tn OW39 I ran a listing of the
Bl
uncut movies I*d seen m 1982/43J, Hi
1983[139 J, and the first half of
HZ
1984/112/. Yes, cable w/VCR has 139
140
helped swell the total. That
141
first list seemed to &nuse/bemse 142
143
a fair number of you--so here,
144
for your edification (again, sans 145
rationalization, explanation, or 146
147
148
justification) —is an Update.
149
Enjoy. Feel Superior...
150
151

1984 • 7 / 1 thru 12/ 31 :
■ 113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132

tty lUtot
$ Brilliant: Career
Spring Break
Gremlins
ttprcpcr Channels
Or. Detroit
The Betsy
The Last Starfighter
CCKAN the Destroyer
The Adolescents
Aninwl House
The Mango Tree
Stay As You Are
Drawl
Wavelength
Hot T-Shirts
Mtelmie
Krull (?)
Eddie and the Cruisers
The Neverending Story

152
153
154
153
156
137
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174

Wa Of the New New

Pretty Baby (?) •
Risky Business
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Neat
The Great American Cowboy
Class
H.O.T.S,
_ aid
_ _Forever
_ __
New

i76
jjg
179
180
181
182

The jazz Singer
A Cry for Love
Aphrodite
Target Eagle
Demon Islmd
Educating Rita
A Star is Boro
The Big Chill (?)
Cross Country
Come And Get It 11916)
All The Right Haves
The Right Stuff
Maori In the Gutter
A Night in Heaven
Ctha
Slav Dancing in the Bi;
Experience Preferred.. But Not Essential
Dressed to Kill
Quartermasa II
Invasion of the Body Snatchers 11978]
Cyrano de Bergerac ]193S]
Get Crazy
The Glitter Dome
The Rain People
Fbtbidden tforld
Tea For Three
TM.ce Upon A Tin®
Escape 2000
Teatanent
One Fran the Heart
Bluebeard H971]
The Ritz
Let's Do It
Trading. Places

An American Werewolf in London
im
Bnmuelle in Bangkok
185
La Botaa
186
Battle Beyond the Stars
187
Sorceress
188
Strange Invaders
189
Metropolis ['36/’84 vatstion)
190
Porky'a II: The Next Day
191
Gandhi
192
The Deep
193
This Is Spinal Tap
194
love Trap
195
Ths Mm Who Wasn't There
. : 196
Hercules (Ills!
197
Private School
198
Where the Buffalo Rnbi
199
Naughty Wives
200
Octopussy
201
Three Faces of Eve
202
8%
203
Rocky Horror Picture Show US) ■ 204
Thieve® Lika Us
205
Rachel
206
Deal of the Csntury
207
North Dallas Forty
208
Rad Dawn
209
Wlfanistress
210 Ur®
The Lonely Lady
211 Stamm
Never Say Never Again
212 SilkMxtd
Space Raiders
213 The Ratings Game
Gamy
214 Brainwaves
Yor, The Hunter from the Futures 215 Savannah Smiles
Prisoners of the Lost Universe
Countdown to Looking Glass
—thru 12/31/84
Last Embrace
aoonouocinnnotJnooatiooanoH

...a missive fronts JIM SHIH I

[rea'd 1/14/85]

The Returning
Billy Wolfenbarger

I go in and hold her body
not yet 2 years old
to tell her everything I can without words.
In this absolute evening, organic as our flesh,
she settles into my arms, exhausted at long last
with the movies of her dreams.
Now she clings to sleep, at ease in the darkness.
I tuck her back in and love her,
looking at her there
safe Ft warm again,
returned. And I must return to words on paper,
as though the paper is flesh.
Harrisburg, Oregon
August 11th, 1984

Easy For You To Say
Stephen Leigh

N SOME WAYS, it was easier when Msg was younger. When she
cried, you simply went through th® rituals check the diaper (always fun...), see if
she’s- hungry, hug. and rock her. The routine's probably been the same for every parent
since the Stone Age—though fur diapers were probably no fun at all. Generally, oneJof
the items on the checklist would satisfy Meg.
Usually.
’ j
But that stage doesn't last too long. Meg was too soon transformed into a roying
creature gnawing on chair legs and unwary feet.’ Her needs became more sophisticated jas
well; she cried for reasons that were harder to decipher. "It'll be nice when she can
talk and tell us what she wants," we said. "Wait until she really starts to communi
cate ."
Right.

One of the first words she learned was "No".
“No" is an all-purpose word. Usually she says it emphatically with a little head
shake, in response to some silly question such as "Do you want some carrots?" or "How
about a nap?" or "Would you like me to read you some Lin Carter?", it doesn’t much
matter if she actually loves carrots or if she's fighting to stay awake. Or even if
Lin Carter is just about on her level. The "no" come automatically. The best defense
we've found for that reflex is the Reversed Questions "Wouldn't you rather skip vour
nap today, Meg?"
* 1
"No," she says, then her eyes narrow and she looks like she'd also like to sav
(ruefully): "Shit."
y
Mom and Dad grin evilly.
Not only can Meg refuse a request, she's now capable of Insistence. She's
attached the word-labels firmly to known objects/ whether or not the object is in
sight is irrelevant. She's seen it before—it must be available. The following con
versation took place the other day when I set a glass of milk in front of her.
"Apple juice," she said, looking at the milk in disgust and pushing it away.
"We don't have any apple juice, Meg." This was said with patience and kindness—
I can be patient and kind for at least 30 seconds during any confrontation
"Just
drink your milk."
"Apple juice."
"Daddy's drinking milk."
A distinct shrug. "Apple juice."
"How about orange juice? Juice is juice." This type of argument always seemed
to work for Capt. Kirk when faced with a recalcitrant computer.
"Apple juice." I think the logic's deadt Jim,
"Water?"
"Apple juice."
"You won't drink anything else?"
This being a distinct and separate question, it has an automatic reply. "No."
a solem headshake.
"Then why doesn't Dad take away the glass?"
"No." Opps, too quickly. Dad grins evilly.
Of course, having a daughter capable of
speech doesh't guarantee communication. Like most
16-month-old babies, Meg's developed a keen sense
of selective deafness. Certain words seem to hit
her ears, bounce off the eardrum, and fall to the
floor: be<z, nap, cxean up, stop. Meg also ignores
her name when it's connected to an unwanted order.
"Megen, get out of that drawer." "Megen, stay
away from those stairs." Megen, please don't put
the cat in the oven."
Oddly enough, she hears perfectly well if the
phrase is along the lines of "Meg, would you like
a cookie?" You get an amazing response for that,
something along the lines of saying "Ted White,
would you like to feud?" (obligatory cheap shot.)
That word—cookies, not Ted White—has led me
to understanding another parental quirk. I'd al
ways thought it rather silly for adults to spell
out certain words lest their children understand
the topic of conversation. I'm not so much afraid
of words like S*E*X or N*U*D*I*T*Y or S*C*t*E*N*C*E
F‘I*C*T*I*O*N or even E*D*I*T*O*R*S, but I live in
dread of other things coming up in conversation
with guests. "Well, Mike, how're things at the
.,,1 said, Sean Curry, that I MADE
store?" "oh, just fine, Steve. We've introduced
you — and I can BREAK you,..
a new line of ice cream, y'know."
Such words are frightening. They carry as if

amplified. From upstairs and behind two closed doors and a
phalanx of stuffed toys we hear the plaintive wail :"ICE
CREAM!"
"Go back to sleep, Megen."
"Want ice cream, Daddy."
"We don’t have any ice cream."
"Ice cream ..."
Meg’s also beginning to use these new words in a mani
pulative fashion. Somewhere someone (may he or she be
flailed with Cabbage Patch dolls) has taught her the phrase
"I’m so sorry..." If I scold Meg for doing something, tears
well up in those big eyes, the mouth scrunches up, the chin
puckers and trembles, and she gets a sobbing catch in her
breath. She turns, all quiet and sad, head down,and whispers
plaintively "I’m so sorry, Daddy."
Genuine gut-wrencher, that. All my resolve melts with
much the same quickness it would if Sigourney Weaver sidled
up to me and whispered "Would you like to sleep with me to
night?" All thoughts of punishment and anger dissolve, and
tears start in Dad’s eyes as well-—he's a soft touch, really. . .. stieHes-flcitott writer
"Ahh, honey,” he says, giving in and hugging her.
Two seconds later, Megen's forgotten her all-encompassing distress and is happily
playing. Somehow I suspect that if I caught her unguarded, l!d see the evil grin on
her face.
We're working on bigger words, as well. It's interesting watching her try to get
her mouth around multi-syllabic words such as "gafiate" or "prevericate". She even,
distressingly, seems to occasionally use such jawbreakers to good advantage. "Say
abominable," we encouraged her the other night—-she learned that one from Sesame Street.
Really. She shook her head, then looked around the room until she spied a manuscript
of mine on the table. She pointed, grinned (evilly), and said "Bominble".
It was therefore decided that this had to go to Bowers.
DDDDDaDoaDdnnDaoaDaanDDDDaoo S-tephen LeXgk * PecembeA,, 1984
Thanks, Steve. May your first-born daughter grow up to become involved with someone
fust like me... ...and may your second^born son grow up to edit Amazfng

Hell, Bill, I don't know. See
the cake had a tag that said,
"EAT ME"...and then I found
this bottle that said "DlUNK
ME" ... and the next thing t
know It's 1985, and I'm doing
more cartoons for you. Go
figure.
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1-26
27-60
61-90
91-130
131-176
177-208
209-220
221-224
225-274
275-288
289-328
329-334
335-350
1-24
25-48
49-72
73-100
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501-590
591-638
639-676
677-712
713-756
757-792
793-824
825-864
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869-904
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981-1016
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1169-1192
1193-1204
1205-1226
1227-1250
1251-1262
1263-1274
1275-1336
1337-1382
1383-1394
1395-1418
1419-1442
1443-1454
man o o
Yes, there is still the 40-page gap for OW27.5.
...and there was never an OdtMOlMl #9. In 1971
I decided to reclaim the FIRST first OW .so OW 3.1
is actually #10. And when the 3-point series ended
up ten pages 'short*, I added in proto-OW's pages.
...and here, to start off the second 1500 pages, Is
a Facsimile Extra—HOW IT ALL REALLY STARTED
-> ->
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ERIC LINDSAY .. .............. ................................... .

OutWo^Zd* 3S & 3® are here, together with
an aerogram so ancient I!d have to add postage to It.
I like the Idea of comparing fanzines, since the
better ones give me some standard at which to alm. How
ever I think the problem Is Insufficient time spent on
preparing zines. For instance, I'd really like to
know how come, now I'm unemployed, and thus have some
50 or so extra hours a week, I still don't have time
to do a fanzine?
!f only I had some esoteric references to explain,
as you so plainly do or, page 1353, I’m sure ail would
work out, A little mystery In the fanzine, to help
the messages along.
I don't see why .Bob Tucker should carry on so
about a performer on stage taking a bow upstage. I‘m
sure it Is done ail the time In the Can Can.
I don't like the Idea that fanzines will soon be
full of computer generated cartoons. What is going to
happen to my Ben Day and Letraset shares? However I
have a different word for the Macintosh. Not a sweet

OJtHOatSSt W1W I, taaber Ij Whole Nsaaber 1| Ciaauine First Issa®; Collectin'b Sdit.. lea. Sumac, 1966. Incorporating: AfeMlSSS 1SFW Ulm fiMki
1&8E*
Bast. MtlUW for the Auguat 1966 Shades FAFA Hailing, and a-fsw Othera. Written &
mSttAtad by AF15m969... excuse no—MU. &O«M, who la known tp the USM as—
A&C Willira k'tom, CMR Box 1106, Mchards-Gebsur AF6, MisMuri 64030.
gtaasiU by SewUtt^r; Illustrations by Gsstefsx; Hirnwgraphy by Gave Van Aram,
t^rraurtaay ths USA?. Typoes by Mias Taka. ■
....
The 26thProduction of Sphinx Fraso..:

jVlWlaOi/.;? • X gat the atrangest things in the mail thdba day*.
’■ j MtaSsirSSs leave and the MidWesCon to ’find a full Mailbox (a Trend I'd like
t® Sacoutiae)V*asaiffed In'&tth a copy of
various bills, a church bulletin (they
era atril ^Yrriftg tar ma, back tharaj, 'and an issue ar two st' the Saturday Spy»»»
I-fsuad th-*

Xnatandidf going 'out and Getting Qxwk owr the weekend of the ‘4th—as dll Mitt
Bofenders of ©ur Freedoa did«-guesa what I've been doing.
.
, . .
This.
(I knowj saybe 1,should, have gone out And Gotten.,,.)
•I
■
• •
*
»
garimtaly m»» i had fully Intaftdsid to bring out a tansies entitled QyfcwrMb
even' before I reeiivod tan Anum's missive. It was .to thia end, that 1 had purchased a
ef atoncila,, and had 'Gestafaxed a couple of pages of spot illoe while boo*.
Actuallys:!fiS^a£e.& 1 vas intended to be distributed at the Tricon. It was to •
have featured a full tour-color cover, an original by Finlay. In addition, that* wee
to have bean various articles and reviews by 'the likis of Bloch, Tucker, and Willis...
plus Other unknowns. The Major feature mt hand wee the first inatallMht of on 50,569
word appr«ffii«tl®n ©f fan critics, "Those Ambiguous, Lucid Bastards*’, by Stephan K.
FickeringT-writiag under hie fsaoua pan nan* of Brie Vasa. Plus a special reprint fro*
tfojg o.f Sshsas •
100 plus page®! it would have bean a beauty.
Too bad that the ena-sheetar didn’t get lost in the mail r»o®.
The Major feature of thia- particular issue of OugaidAr*1‘Sphinx Frees, Revisitad"—really wasn't concleved to become ths major feature! It grew.

WJdXsAl Resolution: I've been too serious too long, about too many things.
OeeTvw »»Fty about that.

——————
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pleceuof hardware (althou the software Is realty
neat)”. A ‘'cheap" piece of hardware. Had one In
pieces the other day. No way could the Macintosh
cost more than $500 to produce, but Its selling price
seems, ahem, somewhat higher,
Skel did pick some good points In his letter, but
somehow I can't get too outraged about your esoteric
references. OK, some I don't catch, but you mostly
seem to play reasonably fair, as long as a person has
been trying to follow where you are at the moment.
The names change, but the essence of Bowers goes on,
and that seems to be what I'm reading, hot the actual’
names.
[received 12/29/84]

DICK SMITH ................................ ...
delivery,
What
of Credit
be myself
termined,

Gu/waiicai 41 arrived by convenient hand
and I am moved to comment.
others are you picking on In the Department
Where Oue (pg IMO)? It certainly shouldn't
or LA Zeldes (whose address Is quite de
even If she's been hanging out around here

a lot), since, as I recall, we were the suckers who got
up at the awful hour of 9am so we could go to the
business meeting and then report about the Wimpy Zone
gaffe to our fellow MidWesterners. We talked about our
Wimpy Zone t-shlrt ideas on the plane back from LACon...
I hope you aren't Implying that Ms. Zeldes 6 I stole
the idea from you. I think we can agree that (once you
heard about the original "yallow-belI led" [l like that,
Bill] gaffe) the gaffe was Just so horrible that we all
spontaneously had to react to It. Dave's skit, and
Jackie's cover design, are pretty neat, too, but I like
our Thimble Theatre take-off better.
Somehow i recognized one of your Mystery Women
this Ish. I think part of the reason that Skel finds
these stories so mysterious Is that you seem to take
extra touble to make the Mystery Women sound all alike.
I'm pretty sure there are really several of them, right?
I don't think it was "endless hours" we spent
talking about your movie list; it Was more like hits;
"Look at all the porn Bowers batches. Do you think they
show this stuff on cable or what?" Have you ever heard

Whila at the HldW««Con, 1 overheard a conversation which prociaisad that the re
cently organised Science Fiction Writers of Atactica was, in reality, Demon Knight's
personal plaything. It's not my right to disclose the names of the individual#—taatabera
of the SFWA— participating in th# dlscualon; or to agree or disagree with their condluslons. X don't have eu££icent knowledge of the organisation.
But a personal observation: Any organisation which grants Kelaany two awards out
of five positbl* (and give# one of th# remainder to DUNE)...any organicatioa such as
this, can't ba all bad.
Muff said?
A note of appreciation to Bill Donah#, who has been kind enough
to sand hi# FAPAsines since I've been in the service; particular
ly for Malxkkuk Wl* containing Alva Rogers' article on "Schneeman". Also to Lea
Moffat, for "Tte JDii Bibliophile fl". May there be more like these. ## A personal pre
ference: X don't know if Dave Intends to continue the policy of sending the Shadow
PAPA sailings out a* a single, stapled whole. 1 would prefer that it remained so; few
things are more discoraging in a barracks room than having a mass of one- and twoshooters floating around. ## Outside contributions for OuWorld# are not actively
sought after right now. ...except in the case of spot illoa. Howetar, short places—
particularly by other members of the Walting List—will ba considered. Comments, if
nice, are always appreciated, H Beginning with the next issue, will ba the first of
a series of reviews, articles, etc. on the works of H. Beam Piper. These are nates for
a lengthier work Xn Progress. ## Question: Would anyone like to hear scxae War Stories?
X .don't really enjoy telling them. At least not more than twenty*throe hours a day.
But...
Commonto on the..artwork...adorning this issue are solicited. X'va
always considered myself tOMwhat of an frustrated artist, and have recently started
scratching away in «y spar® time. Some of thorn didn't cum out too bad, X think.

■Short guhiectot

' S2fe»

Cry out to the Gods above, oh,pitiful msa of Hotter Barth;
Flung out beyond Sol's planets, those lights ar® state.
Strange being® there resids, far fro® your place of birth...
They too haw tNair Gods, more powerful than Warlord Kars.
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of <tltle>?" ''No, It's probably porn, too." How
about <title>?" "No, ( think that's a Disney movie."
We talked more about which of them were from cable
than we did about which of them were obscene.
I like the Idea of a Midwestern Corflu,
especially since It looks like we'll be unable to
go this year as I was hoping. Perhaps the Twicttone
Zona zine can take on a Wimpy Zone flavor? 112/26/84]

BRIAN EARL BROWN

...........

I'm with you when It comes to Inprlnt versus In-person communication. I'm never at my
best at parties or conventions. Too many distractions,
too many things going on at once, not enough time to
think. I think It's a shame that fannlsh fame and
prestige still comes quickest to those the most
comfortable socializing at cons. I mean—where are
the dues these have paid?
Terry.Matz makes a good point with "Maybe In some
cases your references are too specific. When you give
'clues' like your tale of your askew friend, that puts

less

more emphasis on guessing who the person might be than
on any point you're trying to make."
I wish you success with your bld for Corf I u 4—
which will be the first near enough for me to attend.
But will I fee! comfortable among the self-proclaimed
ghods of fandom, and--If held In January--would I
rather go to Confusion or Corflu? Dr stay home from
both and pub my Ish? it seems ironic that fanzine fan
dom’s big show of solidarity and brotherhood takes the
form of yet another convention. What an original Idea.
And where are all the genzlnes Allyn Cadogan, Cheryl
Cline, Gary Mattingly, etc., would be producing If all
their time and energy hadn't been drained by Corflu I £
!i? It doesn't seem that there is any alternative to
In-person, convent ion-monger I ng fanac--even fanzine
fans would rather do that. Oh well.
112/21626/84]

41 arrived In last night's ma!I--a welcome
relief from all the fanzines that--seemlngly~-can only
talk about Topic A, or Topic B. Even tho you do talk
about TAFF It was still a joy getting OW. I echo your

§ ths first 5 years §

"When material Is nil, mA sc is your auergyM
list your publications."
—ye side fennlsh axiom.

The listing of on®'* publication* is a
Fins Thing; it dredges up old sanaorles (that
wets best forgotten), mA it also provides «
clue t® where all that nice swnay baa been go
ing ths past tm years, it is not an original
Thing to do, and its deslribllity might bo de
bateable. However, since it Is wall established la
fanaish tradition--it xtll
dona.
,
A mouth or so ago, I canta to a startled stop one afternoon. flHy goodness sake,"
X said to myself (I talk funny.), "bare it is, aleott Auguet...*61 fro® !66...hiam’..
that's five years of Sphinx Press Activity. And I've yet to list these wonderful fansinasi not coca have I dona so."
Or something Ilka that.
Hot being one to chirk ths righting of a wrong whenever possible, you sea the
results balers you..
(It may be argued by boom that X had to wait five years in order to compile a
list twsserieally long enough to justify ths trouble. We will leave this Item until
after th® listing, however.)
This is all Hat-old P. Hear** fault'
All the Issues of DgublfiiHll Hated were eo-edited/
published with Bill itelJardi (batter known to the
world as
BKM); with Dig J4, Karl Bvars was added as third editor. Thia shoots the
tltla.all to hail...but what sen you do? Ths Tish them listed is also a Ha 11ar41/
Bowers effort. (Hallardt has slues published another 3; however, I had nothing to
do with that.)
.
■
All of the above (in addition to gy house Musa), ar® labeled as King
Pub1icatlone (redundancy? never1)•

£S£2

All copy . run estimates are very, very, approslsiats.
Journey with ma than, through the Kssancs of Sphinx frees;

Abwlcp I, Bapt.'Gl. Recto; 16pp,; 70 copies.
This was produced boom three Bwnths after 1 entered fandom. Solely
the editor, moat of the material was lightly rewritten school themes—need I say mors?
(It was a nice hactojob, though.)

01.

AbaniCO 2; Nov.'61. Mtaeo; 16pp.; 130 copies.
Material was not noticeably better, nor more varied. Added was « oneshot column by Seth Johnson (yea! and a few letters. I had thia issue taitsaoed by a
(n&nalaee) parson, and ths mennervln which pages were misaiatched throughout the issue
could only have been,achieved by careful planning. Strangely enough, I don't believe

02.

150 4
sentiment “Save me from my friends". It seems like
al I‘my fannlsh friends have gone crazy about something
or another. I almost dread getting a letter from any
of them because they'll Just drone on for pages about
the "Injustice of It all".
Bill Cavin's Idea of sticking the write-in
message on the HldWestCon mailing labels was dumb. I
almost threw It In the wastebasket unopened, thinking
It Just more TAFF trash. And Mala Cowan (I believe)
mentioned the same reflex. I'msure that wasn't Bill
C.'s Intended result', but that's the risk one takes
when one gets political..
Whoever thought.you hadn't taken a stand on TAFF
for fear of Iqsing access to a mimed obviously doesn't
know you very well. I mean—Bowers take a- stand?
Ridiculous!
"Death s Taxes" was fun to read. Maybe someone
should bring out a bumper sticker that reads "DEATH Tn
TAXERS"--or would that be advocating the overthrow of
the government?
Bill, did you use a hew typeface this Ishfor Harry

Warner's £ Naomi Cowan's letters? For some reason the
reduced Iocs are easier to read than usual. This denserlooklng sans serif face looks like It reduces really
well.
Enjoyed seeing Al Curry’s cartoons. And the
GI111 land 11 Io on the mailing face.
'Mall Early For Christmas" reads the message on
the cancellation mark. It's dated 12-31-84. So I guess
the post office is really serious this time about mail
ing early.
Got something called Li^e Sueki the other day, post
marked Cincinnati, an anomyous feudzine. Can't tell If
It's from someone in Cincinnati, visiting Cinti for the
holiday parties, or is from else where and mailed from
Clntl to keep us all confused. The part I found most
interesting was the bit speculating about who controls
the group mind of various cities. Detroit, I was crush
ed to learn, Is controlled by Tony Cvefko. Damn--and I
thought I had the job all locked up! ' Curiously, tho,
the zines authors also speculated that Cy was In charge,
or Diane Drutowski. Both are good guesses, considering

mm——-—--.—

anyone tsotlcsd.
Dec.’61. Hecto; 4pp.; 60 copies, (for S'aPA)
Thin wat belatedly retitUd £b*HlS£ 1 «hen the promised third end lest gentine i«*u« did not appear before the 4th casas out in N'APA. Otherwise. I'd really
rather not talk about It.

03.

04‘

Ah«3i£2ji» (?)’62 (doe* anyone know?). Hacto; 6pp.; 60 copiea. (for h'APA)
It'a date loot in antiquity, hopefully it ia too.

li Apr.'62. Offset; 50pp. I 250 coplea.
you believe
page* of amateur *.£. etori**? Well, not quit*.
There was an article by Jack Chalker (from the N3F MS bureau; raaasibar that?) and Buck
Coulaon'a first "Wallaby Stew", A few of the stories I atill recall with mild fondnea*
—Don Aod*r«on'* and Kay Nelson's—but there i* no doubt that this la the eoat axpatuIva dud I've published. (Threat; I still have 70 plua uncollated copies at ho<M. Bom*day in the far future 1 may distribute then through FAM to'bring back memories'.
os-

li Juu*'62. Latterpress; 12pp; 300 coplee. (for NAPA—without the "'")
Bhoy, uaa I gungho In '62! I'm rather proud of the two iaeuea ot~
Slim Pyjk. though sty billfold mil protests. My "lupraeaion*" was conmated on
favorably by NAPA'* Official Critic, which pleased ne to no end at the tits*.

06.

fiilXSX

07 •

iilXM Jfeak 11 Aug.'62. Letterpraaa;
16pp.; 500 copies. (NAPA)
Thia was the Issue in which Bower* and Ever*
blew the roof off that >taid old organiiation,
after which PAPA was modeled. I had accepted a
short sketch by Earl in which he used (once)
the obvlou* four-letter word—f..k. Well, Bari
didn't have the doc* in there, I didn't add
theft, and neither did th* printer (a NAPA
wetBber). Several of the lettara I racieved
from seme of th* old ladle* which frequent
that organisation could be conaidered classics.
Kvsn Jhs National Amateur made sad noleaa. At
any rats, this we* the laat Silver pqsk, end
1 neglected to renew my membership in NAPA.
Abanjco 5; Sept.'62. Mimao; 6pp; 60
copies, (for N'APA)
This consisted of three items "by Bowers"—A
rather horrible cover, a *»tory*, and a piece
*f verse. (Evan I couldn't call it a poa.)
This also marked the and of my first tenure
in N'APA.

08.

jt Oct.*62. HIjbbo; 44pp;
150 copiee.
What can you *ay? Mallardl and I, to no avail,
have bean endeavoring to reobtaia all existing
copies of thl* so that we can d***s*t*r*o*y

M.
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the local dynasnlcs—but who In Cincinnati remembers
Diane? (You, of course, but anonymous feudzines are
not your style.) (You probably know for sure who did
It, but aren't telling...)
11/4/85]

...hou perceptive, Brian. About the typeface, that ie.
When Dave S Jackie got their new toy—-a S~piteh t-yper,
I bought up some of their Selectric supplies. Such as
the 10-pitoh Prestige Pica (used for Jackie *e article
lastiah) and Artisan that you noticed. I think it
reduces better also, and am again using it for the
letters this time. (This gives me a total of 12
"typefaces"—including the ever-handy 'Symbol1 element
—and is one of the reasons I'll try and get thia
sucker repaired while I'm at Corflu, rather than
getting something new. It 'e been glitching majorly
recently, and has proven quite a pain thish. *sigh*)
...speaking of Dec. 31st.. .that'e the day I got
my copy of Li^t. Suda (with a Cincinnati postmark)..,
and. went to the party that night more-or-less assuming
Dave d Jackie did it... THEY showed up rather auspic-
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iouti of IE. We agreed that no one else in Cinaanity
fandom could have done it...and if WE hadn't, who did?
We BUbtlely" grilled the out-of-townere, but all pro
fessed innocence—of doing it, or of bringing it in to
mail. Eventually ue came to the same "couple" con—
elusion that you did, but since Dick d Leah deny doing
it, I cut that conjecture from your loc.
In any event, it 'a the OHLY thing out of the TAFF
mess that I'm tempted to eave.,.

MIKE GL1CKS0HN ............... ..................................

1'd thought of writing you a loc on 41
to end the fanrtlsh year of 84 but when It came right
down to It there wasn't much I wanted to say on the
Issue. So It seems appropriate that my first loc of
85 should be to 0uhVot.i.dt, the fanzine I've been re
sponding to longer than any other. Besides, 42 should
contain a lot more of the answers we all need to know,
right?
I did wonder about you bidding for CORFU In 1977
though. If this is another "MINNEAPOLIS IN >73" type

_____ Z-7............ .......................... _____ ___ .......
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them. Xt wasn't * bad first issue; neither was it a greet first Issue. We sort of like
to think khat it was a Rood flrat issue.
Double-Bill 2: Dec. *62. Mimso; 44pp.; 150 copies,
(Thia is as good a place as any to mention that the dates listed
are those that appear on the usasatlne, and are in several case* to be taken with a
large eubg of aalt *a to the actual distribution date, F'rinstance: $tpr*Dgpt did not
appear until July '62; in this case it wasn't tay fault. D-B 2 hit tha mails In Jan.,'63
—our fault. Various others in thia listing have appeared at various tines; a
have
have aven nude it out of the cover data.) Meanwhile, back at pouble-BUl 2: Our first
'real' cover, by Tarty Jeeves. Mallard! contributed "Some Defeats for: integration".
Some 34 years later...well, take a look at D;B’a letter column sometime. And I had a
piece of fiction which I may not have lived down...but I think I've outlived It.

10.

Double-Bill 3; Peb.'63, Mlmeo; 34pp.; 150 copies.
Of course; here is Coulson,"Wallaby Stew" is the oldest feature
in »"} and probably its most popular—with good reason. ("Wallaby Stew" is older than
even the editorials, since tha first inetalltMnt appeared in $tar*DuSt. before being
shifted to P;B.) This is vintage Coulson...written before he grew old and soft-hearted.
In #3, among others, he reviews
Gosh, that brings back memories. By
the way...whatever happened to Realm of

!!■

12‘

Mr. '63. Mimao; 22pp.; 300 copies, (for the N3?)
Ah yea; Xlghttoj.

Doublft-Blll 4; Apr.*63. Misieo; 32pp.; 150 copies.
A REG cover, using Rextripeing ( a process stolen from Lupoff),
marked our first experiment with mlmeo color work. Dig's own "A Basic 8.?. 6 Fantasy
Library" mads its appearance—compiled by approximately 15 brave «oula--finally made
its appearance. And Bower# had gpy thing which want by tha handle of: "Born to Dis:
Ths Essene* of a Fea". X just dan1!: writ* 'em like that no more. (Or da X? Watch for
PoublsABlU 15.)

13.

Double-Bill 5: Juns'63. Mlmeo; 42pp.; 175 copies.
the coverts—by Bjo and Ruth Woehrttutn—lad Mike Deck Inger to label
P;B a 'girly' fansine. (Puszleing Sidelight: 9 out of 10 'girly' drawings that have
appeared in £13 were drawn by artiste of the fairer sax. Explanation, please?) And X
managed to make an as® out of myself—how's that for an asinine symbol ism—in an
attempt to protect myself from a busring letter column, which had not exactly raised
up in cheering response to sty article of tha previous issue. (However, my pasting
pretty well died down after this issue, jiallardl's hasn't yet; see Item #10. R»h!)

14.

£2J&13!dUll Si Aug.'63. Hisao; 42pp.; 175 copies.
X make no bones about it. Of the entire Sphinx Press run, this is
<siy personal favorite. Why? It had nothing particularly great, but this one time every
thing seamed to click together perfectly, particularly since it was a two week job.
Layouts worked out, and reproduction was almost flawless. Terry Jeeves tore Into a
Mike 3hupp "Space Wars" article (another Installment of which was present), and an
item entitled "GKC On: Integration" added fuel to the running fire. Then...there was
tha infamous 'MidWeeCon Letter'! Remind ma...some time...to tell you all about the
infamous 'MldWesCon Latter1....

15.

16.

Double-Bill 7t Oct.‘63. Mlmeo; 100pp.; 250 copies.
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bld .you're going to have to work harder at sprinkling
references to It throughout your fanac. I didn't see
It mentioned at all In *»2, for example.
I don't gamble, of course, but I appreciated
your tale of the “free tickets" tottery. On our
flight to Daytona Beach a few days ago they offered
a bottle of champagne to the person with the oldest
coin. Despite a frantic search through the sixty or
so dollars worth of US change I Just happened to have
In a tin In my carry-on luggage, I couldn't find any
thing old enough to win. The first thing ! did when
we got back to Toronto was to locate my 1884 US silver
dollar and from here on I'll carry It with me every
time I fly to Daytona Beach. With my luck, though,
they'll be looking for the oldest postage stamp next
year.
I wish I'd had Dave and Jackie's perseverence
when I first heard of Bob Shaw's difficulty of
obtaining tobacco at a reasonable price. Not being
an angel, 1 rushed out and sent him a tin of his
favorite brand. Bob later wrote to me and explained

that the authorities had recognized It as such and he'd
had to pay exorbitent duty on It. So my "generous"
gesture cost him dearly and he begged me not to do it
again! And to top It all off,' Jackie got a much better
fanzine article out of her approach!
While I can understand someone such as Al Sirois
being somewhat opposed to the IRS-(none of us happily
pays our share of the tax system, after all) I find It
extremely upsetting that he seems to approve of
activities such as blowing away a sherrtf (I take this
to mean "killed" but If I'm wrong the act Is still
reprehensible, not laudatory.) Perhaps this Just Indi
cates the basic difference In attitude towards violence
and weapons that exists between Canada and Its tinitli
neighbour to the South.
(1/6/B5}

ERIC MAYER

................. ,,,,................ .

Ok...OK...what do you want to rip that
ancient article up and thrcw.lt out? How bout a sub
scription to Gtoggg? I‘11 keep pubblng. Just for you.
I never signed a release for that story you know. Heh,

-------- o^orldjti i ,t Jtawr !$£
Gala First Annlsh; 100 pages; fotocovnr; artfollc; Tucker and Berry; the first
installiaant of the Symposium; voted beat single publication of '63 in the ill-fated
Fan Award*. This—and Lloyd Biggie--!* what tsada Mallard! and I what natae* we have
today. One question...Now how do we get rid of those name*?

Boytn 1; Dec.*63. Mimao; 10pp.; 60 copies, (for H'APA)
Thia was Bower# aolo again (except for a brief sketch by Deckinger).
X had a rather heated two-page article (written ismMdiately after those three days)
which proclaimed that J.F.K. was not God, despite the then current rumors.
17.

Double-Bil l Jk Jan.'64. Mimao; 76pp.; 250 copies.
Thia contained the 2nd part of the Symposium, but was chiefly
notable for two other items. Si Stridden*a "Panicdot** I"—a beautiful one-page
gimmick story—is the only item which has com close to surpassing the 97-page
Symposium in popularity; fij|'a own 'classic*. And in the lettercol, Bob tucker first
orginated the use of the colon, rather than the hyphen, to tie together the two
halvas of the title.
18.

liyla 1; Mar.*64. Mimeo; 8pp.; 60 copies, (for N'APA)
Cotasents io a two-letter lettsrcol on my opinions of tv (as expressed
i® HFMlh prompted a Xelasny story, which eventually appeared in Double;Bill 10-if you follow mo. Thia also ended my second, and so far final, affair with ICAPA?
19.

Boufe-UlBiU 9; June *64. Mimao; 80pp.; 250 copies.
Thia was the first official use of the now indespenalble colon.
Other than Bill Glass's review of Rupert A. Humdrum's latest, HORROR PIT, the final
segment of the Symposium pretty well dominated the issue.
BowhleiBill |0; Aug.*64. Mimao; 48pp.; 225 copies.
Only 48 pages! Biggie attempted to explain the making of the
Symposium; Jeeves investigated "Natta* of the Baboons"; articles by Lew Great and
Joni Stops; Zelasny'a story (see #19, above); something by tucker; Coulson; verse
by Wolfenberger and Zelasny; and covers by Joni and Bjo. Plus editorials and the
lettered. Only 48 pages, though.

22*

feMhimUl 11; Oct./Nov.'64. Mimao; 46pp.; 225 copies.
Not so Gala 2nd Annish; actually two pages shorter than the
previous nonanniah #10. This announced that Bowers was going in the service; indeed,
before it was completed, I wgg in the Air Perce. 1 finished my editorial the day be
fore 1 left for basic, and left Mallard! with 3 or 4 pages to run off, and the whole
thing to collate and mail. That's timing.
22.

12; Apr./May ‘65. Mlaeo; 44pp»; 200 copies.
Actually, 1 can‘t take too much credit for this, except mone
tarily, Mallard! did it; from where I was at the time, 1 could do little but extend
(and recleva) sympathy. Ted Vhlteexplained the inner workings behind the "Birth of a
Novel", and Lloyd Biggie cornered the poets.
23.

Double,-till 13; Sept.'65. Mimao; 54pp.; 225 copies.
An expensive cover—perhaps the beet black & white item (pro, or
otherwise) I’ve seen by Dan Adkins. ''Special Fiction Issue"—ah, well.... Then too,
I mustn't forgot, our first item by Stephen B. Pickering....
24.

it was Just a one time thing. I was young, foolish.
Curious. 1'1,1 never do it again... Don11 make me
resign... from fwa...
1 enjoyed Bob Tucker's revelations about his eye
surgery, and Jackie's bit about the tobacco. But...
as you see, I have marigold seeds In
from my
own garden. Now, I mailed these to Australia and to
England and I'll tell you how I did it. Maybe It'll
help Jackie out. What I did was this...I stuck them
In the fanzine. I said to myself..."Is It legal to
mall these overseas?" "Why, how the hei1 should I
know," I answered. "Why should it be. No." Then I
mailed. Then...notIce the order of events here, It's
Important.,.then I looked up the regulations which
were in the postal manuals two whole floors above my
office. Seems I'd made a dreadful mistake! i should
have written or called someplace tn Washington D.C.
Oh well. Too late... Anyway, i'll be damned If I'm
going to get permission from the government to mail a
fanzine.
Now, go .and get that pipe tobacco and do what

Roger Jaddlngtnn did when he sent me some seeds in re
turn--, Ind an envelope that'doesn't allow the stuff to
rattie around, or do whatever tobacco might do. (Ooops.
I don't want to get Roger In trouble...) Come to think
of it, tobacco smells. Well, I'm sure there is a way.
I mean, look at the millions of letters that circulate,
the Inspectors can't be expecting seeds or tobacco in
all of them.

...continuing the oomentai>y quoted at the end of hia
column (p. 14?9)> Doc Loundea saga: ''I find the running
conversations, etc., more or less interesting but
..here s very little there that I could comment upon.
Im not really with most of it; an exception would be
t.,e regular letter from Harry Harner, who somehow
manages to keep with it and still tickles my own
memories..."

HARRY WARNF.R, JR,

............................
Now wait a minute, as Casey Stengel

toMiiMLl Ml Apr.
Miass; 38pp.; SOO epya.
0? aitut
listed on ths
contant* pas®, only two were not columns; slut
prove* soMthiag, l’a sure.
obtained Sari
Mv*r# as the third co-ed tear, Pickering succinct*
ly exaisawd Heinlein and hi* critics; and Aiea
Eisenstein'* beautiful bancovar belatedly
illustrated Stricklin'• •'Paaicdctsa I".
25‘

26.

1ml

Suamr ’66. Hiaae;
10pp.| 130 copies.
Acctpt m substitute*; you'r* in

it
* * *
In kaapi&t with tha tlm*, th*
above ha* been • acetalgic voyage
through aaaorabilia psst.
(If 4% page* to liat 26 itaai* frightens you...stick around five years. t may dQ
it Again*)

H1S Mwabar* gw
At the HidWasCon, Davs Van Arnas and I briefly discussed this strange fetish many
fan* have for building up the nuas&ericsl value* of thair publishing hau#as«-«» fast
possible. Among other things, the coastal weakly spsa haw abetted this uncouth schema
iraawnsaly. (Could it ba...? Kight th® weakly apse have bean hatched for thia vary nurpo*e? I hope not, but....)
J p
Against the fane in these apes, I don’t stood * thanes,
Still...1’11 play your silly gam.
In fiva years. 26 publications doesn't seuud like too auch. It. averages out gomuhsre between a bl-muthly sad quarterly schedule.
Thera Is, however, another consideration. Ths actual page count.
The 26 above total up to 850 page*. With various utmuobered flyers, ballot*. *tc.
*-th« sun i* closer to 900 pages. Thia figures out to approximtely
pages a weak
for those five years. I don’t ballave that’s too bad; anyone who. publishes store than
that ia welcssae to what fam he can gala.
So, would you like to play B naw gam? Anyone?
Perhaps * formula could ba invented which would taka into account the ntsmserieal
value of iseuae, piua pegs count. This would produce a single publishing indicator.
Call it the Fan Activity Mating.
For anyone who really cares.
Asante: Ideally, one should add quality to quality in the abova formula, Un
fortunately, in fanslM* quality is « subjective rather than an objective matter.

A J&2K£2£ Me£f £h5£U£ hr Atmfll Mad* JJlMil Ih* World's Shortest Horror story

"I. Bill Bowers, an defending X£jsl"
•Enins si laiaiMtigB

For those of you of doubtful mind; Kverything in this issue 1* second draft
Even this.
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used, to say. You're publishing fanzines faster than
I'm writing iocs. ■ This creates dangerous escalation
of confusion in the mind of a superannuated fan who Is
already thoroughly mixed up. Tonight I don't feel up
to deciding how to catch up, so I'm going to send
comments on the newly arrived OufittMJEzU and then i'll
hope I can keep a promise to myself to send a loc on
the preceding issue later on.
You have succeeded in sending the postal people
Into as great a chronological tizzy as me. The post
mark on this l|2nd OuXuiOfiidi Is dated December 31. But
the box In the cancellation part of the postmark con1tains the message: "Mall Early for Christmas". Is
this the first salvo of the 1985 Christmas season, or
Is it a hint that Congress plans to move the date of
Christmas next year to a less crowded holiday area in
the calendar or does It mean that the postal service
Is defying the supreme court's efforts to separate
Christmas from the government's functions?
Jackie Causgrove must have used the most extreme
self-control, to force herself to write amusingly about

such a nervewracking episode. As a non-smoker, I
suppose I should do nothing to change the outcome of
her guest. But I can think of a couple of other
possibilities, there aren't too many comment hooks in
this OtiteMldd, I refuse to write a loc which doesn't
fill two pages of typing, so I'm Impelled to suggest
two other lines of Investigation. One is to ask the
postal people If the magic words "gift parcel" would
exempt a reasonable quantity of tobacco from duty.
Those runes have made it possible for me to receive
videotapes of Gilbert 6 Sullivan operas which a fan
has been creating for me In Canada, and for that fan
to get back blank tapes in exchange from me. The other
Idea would consist of asking a tobacco shop If it's
possible to order a gift parcel of pipe ammunition
with duty prepaid.
I am also maintaining strict neutrality In the
form of silence on the latest doubteeff hassle. Why
can't fan feud about things Instead of about one
another? There are lots of possibilities. All fandom
could be plunged Into war over the question of whether

fags' IL'

J ''t Svauftt

I would suppose that the ten*
"Wrltar's block" la not ontiraly tmfamiliar to th* majority of you. It
la used to denote a wide range of the
writer's Illa—but ba*leally says
that ha can no longer write with
•ucmm. Thia 1ms of the creative
process—by whatever nama you endow
it—My b< temporary; or uafcrtunatly
it way prove panuutaat. The reason#
for this creative breakdown are unexplainable, but few if any writers
escape its advent at setae point dur
ing, their career.
Recently, I have encountered a
slailar lose, perhaps it night ba
described as a 'reader's block*. It
has proven to be a flustratlng and
rather frightening experience, gvan
though their era exnaentety reprieves,
the overall affect of passing.
For the batter part of my life,
t hava been—at least in relation to the asajorlty of those I've encountered--a rather
prolific reader. This included not only science fiction (it was the largest single
faction), but every furs of the printed word I could lay my hands on...through mean*
legal or otherwise, t still have a tendency to acquire the greatest possible quantity
of books and Mgasinee. How apparently, thia is only the collector’s urge in evidence.
My reading of anything more involved than Hwjwwlj has coses to a virtual stand
still. Oh, 1 still manage to go through three or four books (and perhaps as many short
etoriM) during the course of a month, Ctsapered to what went ba fore however, this is
etHparable to the daw following the cloudburst.
Perhaps the most peculiar manisfaafcatlon of this 'block* is ay reluctance to try
anything new. Approximately half of the reading I do manage fall# within the reala of
rereading works which 1 know I hava enjoyed in the past. It is trua that once I man
age to get involved in a naw work, I generally enjoy myself—soaetiM* traaendoualy.
Stories «uch at "...And Call He Conrad" and books such as DUNK and 1ORD KALVAH OP
OtHKBWHO compare more than favorably with a majority of sty past roadings.
But picking up a u«w book and beginning to read it has become almost an imposs
ibility. An explanation is difficult to provide. Perhaps it la the aftermath of overreading, if such a thing is poesibla. It may ba due to the environment into which
I've bests thrust--* barracks toots la not conducive to creativity in any form (other
than daydreaming and Catting Drunk).
I* say problem unique, or have other# suf farad a halt in their reading activities?
Is it psminsnt, or will the block suddenly cease at some unspecified point? I cer
tainly hope so. I find it impossible to conclave of jgy life being remotely complete
without a goodly portion of it being devoted to literary pursuits. I have no great
desire to return to the life of a virtual bookworm which typified sty high school
years. But to ma, a life without books is like having potatoes without meat—you can
live on half a meal...but you can't grow.
(Id Mar. 66)

-j qgp
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the staples that hold fanzines folded for transit
through the nails should have the points on the backside or the address side of the folded fanzine. No
body would be hurt by the conflict except those of Us
who usually suffer fingerpricks from clumsy efforts
to get these staples out without damaging the fanzine.
I'd be willing to engage intensively In a feud over
the question of when worldcons should be held after
time travel Is perfected, fans begin to stage worldcons in the. distant past, and they choose years before
the introduction of Labor Day as an official hobby.
Maybe some of the anti-income tax violence is
done by people who are consistent. But I’d like to
see statistics on how many of them have lived in a way
that has averted any benefit from the taxes they think
shouldn't be paid. Did their parents refuse the annual
deduction for children during the years between birth
and their leaving home? Do they refuse to write
letters and accept mail In the years when the postal
service operates at a deficit and the red ink is made
up by tax money? Did they ever visit a federal un

employment office when out of work, visit a national
park, drive on an interstate highway?
Maybe I can't accept the concept of abdicating
from tax responsibilities because I'm such a frightened
person when the time comes to fill out my income tax
returns. I behave Just like a devout Catholic who Is
preparing for confession, thinking desperately to re
call any possible bit of Income in the previous year
I'd previously forgotten about. I worried for months,
the time I received a refund from the state income tax
people which I didn’t expect. Accompanying the check
was an explanation that I'd made a mistake and overpaid
my tax obligation to the state. Try as hard as 1
might, I couldn't find the mistake when I went over my
calculations and began to wonder If this was a sneaky
test of Marylanders’ honesty. If ! hadn't recognized
my clumsiness with arithmetic, I’d have returned the
refund to clear my conscience.
[1/6/85}
Since the "Mail Early..." peat-marks circa 12/31 are an
indication time travel HAS been perfected...? When?

&& M Jteit
1 don't believe I've told thia little tale in print before. X waa busily engaged
in milking it dry for the personal effect. But recently, when someone told it
®»i
I decided that I'd better get ay agoboo before it Lb forever lost....
Those of you who have had the good fortune to run into Bill Mallard! and nyself,
at convention* can hardly have sumsged to have escaped the bit. Those of you who
havn't...hare'* at you!
On our way across Faun*ylvania, heading toward the Dlscon, Mallard! and 1 stepped
in Gettysburg for a fling at sightseeing. This was enjoyable, but rather uneventful—
except that liter we learned that we bad Managed to get the battle sites rotated eom
9Qe from the position ehey actually took place. That wasn't assy.
At any rata, preparing to leave the following turning for the reminder of the
drive to D.C., we walked down a few door* from the Ssotal to get breakfast. It was a
comon enough diner} the food was eatable.
Nothing unusual happened.
Until, as Mallard! was sipping his orange Juice, I stated one of ay more brilliant
deductions.
Diasgreelag (naturally), he said: "Bowers...you knew that you have a tendency
towards sticking your foot in your mouth." It was a etatamnt of fact.
Without aforethought, X bravely replied.
"This is true, Mallard!."
I paused.
"But considering my height, you oust agree that it la quite a feat."
The orange juice never had a chance.
X swear that the whole thing was completely unplanned. And it’s true, (for the
life of we, I can't recall the etatemnt which precepted thia exchange. Bomtima I'«
glad I can't.)
Wo triad out the bit at the Discern...it went over big. 1 don't think we were
thrown out ot rare than a half dosen parties.
We've tried it at every convention we've been to since, on anyone we could
comer long enough to sat it up.
...of course, a lot of vary nice people don't talk to us anywore. either.

Will we sea you at the Tricon?
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I -ALSO HEARD FROtt~on 0W41 and/or 42:
RICHARD BERGERON ("I have a eat
named 'wlmp'—so called because al) the other cats
beat up on her. I've taken to calling her Wimpy
Zone.") • SHERML BIRKHEAD • AIWM CAROL ("Oooh, you
must have been In a sour mood when you wrote your re*
spouse to Naomi's letter-going after her boyfriend
like that—niy-my, That's not much like you.'1) I that
I was rather mild—and Naomi agreed; after all, I've
known the wimp for years longer than she has. s JOE
CHRISTOPHER • BRAS FOSTER ("| tell ya, sometimes I
get so enthused about a project that I tend to go a
little bit overboard on It. Case in point, the alpha
bet project for the OufcmM Annlsh. fl had first
visualized this as simple, cartoony Images along the
lines of most of the fillo* 1 do. But the more I got
into actually designing the shapes, the more Interes
ting It got, and the more I really wanted to turn this
into something special. I'm already planning on putting
them all into a single little book...! think it would
be a great little sample to send around to art direc

Note# iBWAEd *

tors as an example of my work.") Thanks, Brad! I'm
awry that I wasn’t able to do'more with them in the
dash to get this issue out, but perhaps the endpapers
will give others an idea of the complexity & success
of your 'project'. • STU SHIFTMAM * DICK SMITH ("Also
amazing is the fact that there's not one mention of the
mysterious woman In Issue 4z. Not even in the index.
Keep up the good work.") Which mysterious woman,,.? a
and * ALEXANDER VUPENTTSCH. a I should also like to
mention, while thinking of it, to MR. VICK S MR. SHULL,
that- the a' at the end of my name is an integral part
thereof, and all modifiers should be added thereafter.
My English teacher, she said I should tell you this. •
Oh, yes.,.I also heard from (mostly at length) Juch
bhomn. AVEDON CAROL, JACKIE CAUSGROVE, AL CURRY, DAVE
LOCKE, and PATRICK NIELSEN HAYDEN... What can I say?
Most thought that I was at least half, if not totally
wrong...but they remain my friends. And rich only said
that he doesn't know me at .all. But, thanks, Patrick.
Sometime, real soon, someone will let someone else have
Ihe Last Word. Until then, I can live With Al's cartoon.

Sheet

The utter disregard of sous of the finer aspect® of typescript has long b*M an
evident characteristic of fantiaes in gsneral. I east no stones, without first admit
ting that I have been as guilty of general sloppiness la ary publications as the next
XAB*
.
i
Layout—which is * major factor in producing a product pleasing to the eye—is
certainly important. However, that is not what t wish to discuss here. Rather, the
seemingly simple matter of indicating published material.
This is not to ba considered an effort to rafona; but a mild bitch, an attempt
to clarify my own thoughts, and a try at standardising such items in Optworlds.
^(We^convlentally ignore those lucktea who hava acaes to a varityper—and thus.
This then, will serve for Outwprldg.
Novela end bound (hard or otherwise) books of any type, will be indicated by
complete capitalisation. For instance: DUNE orTHS RISE OF THE WEST.
Magazines, fanzines, periodicals and the like will ba underscored, such as:
£mL2R;
fandom: .... ..... (Oaeshot items will merit capitalisation of
underlining on an individual beat*.)
Ail works of prose, verse, plays...which ate shorter than book-length, will be
enclosed in quotes. Exao^Us: "The Tiger"; "Thia Moment of Storm"; "King Lear".
This leaves tea with three items over which I am puaaled as to indicative methode.
1) Serials (underlined, with quotas?); 2) Series titles (first letter caps, only?);
and 3) Theatrical presentations, movies, ate. (Capa?). Suggestions, anyone?
All of the above is subject to change without notice. Naturally.
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at Kenner, in our unending search
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. THE FAN FEUD FORCE FIELD.

fo r the state o f the a rt in techno s illy , would lik e to announce the
release o f our newest development '

We
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...yet another handbill:
Since May , 1930 — and The. Comef -- fanzines have taken many forms:

...from hecktoed smudginess to offset starkness, as well as fannlsh twilltone.
Jerry & Suzie once did an Issue as a convention programming item, and later,
Bowers did an-Issue-as-a-speech ... Larry Tucker has done audio and video Issues
—but Bob Tucker beat him...both times.

EVERY mode of doing a fanzine has been explored.

Except:

Maybe...

Bill Bowers
is bidding for:

CORFLU

4

OutwoJMb ... thz 11th Annlth
a convention for fanzine fans...
...and a participatory fanzine
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